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C o m i n g i n Fe b r u a r y /
March 2020
This issue will look at the aerospace
and defense industries. These two
industries are vital to the west coast,
especially the Pacific Northwest and
southern California. We will have articles on shops that specialize in these
two industries and the machines and
methods that make them successful.
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I bet you read the headline and thought maybe we are closing shop. Sorry but
far from it. 2019 was excellent for our print publication and early indications are
that 2020 will be too. The headline was about Charlene Strawbridge. Charlene has
been with us for over 30 years. She answers the phone, keeps up the mail list and
pretty much keeps me in line. I can procrastinate if left to my own devises but over
the years Charlene makes sure I return calls, mail out things I am supposed to and
rights my ship if it goes off course.
Charlene is a friend of the family who said she would help us out in a pinch
over30 years ago. She was 50 years old and retired. We had a girl quit after a week
and asked Charlene if she could help out until we found someone. Since we were a
mile from her house and were pretty flexible with her hours she said OK.
Over 30 years later Charlene is still here but winding down. And instead of a
mile away we are 16 miles away. And in that horrible southern California traffic it
can take Charlene an hour and fifteen minutes to get to work. Usually the drive going
home is twenty minutes but I think Charlene has earned the right not to fight that
traffic anymore. She was not only a co-worker but a friend and almost like family.
She will be missed.
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End of an ERA
at CNC-West

This issue has some interesting stories in it beginning on page 22. Our editor
Sean Buur ventured out to Colorado to visit Peterson Machining. The shop recently
celebrated 30 years and they have been able to last this long buying quality products
and having an excellent QC department lead by their LK Metrology CMM. I am
sure you will find the story behind this shop fun to read.
Many people in this industry worry about the future and who will replace our
aging workforce. A college in California, Cal Poly Pomona is doing it’s part to
insure they send qualified people into manufacturing engineering. They have a very
successful program and are certainly doing their part.
Our last feature story is about a shop in California that is hard to measure up to.
Q-Plus Labs utilizes the best equipment to measure some of the most unique things
you will ever read about. From Eddie Van Halen’s guitar to a church in Hawaii to
Shelby Cobra parts, Q-Plus delivers. This company that does 80% service and 20%
product sales makes for an interesting read.
We have other articles about Live Tooling, Mazak Discovery Days and Zeiss
software. Also after a couple of issues off, Tim Paul returns with his unique perspective on CAD/CAM/CNC.
We at CNC WEST know we are fortunate to have the means to provide these
articles to our readers and that we are still going strong after all of these years. I
would like to wish all of our readers the happiest of holidays and a great New Year.
Thank you for reading CNC WEST.
Sincerely,

Shawn Arnold
Shawn Arnold
Publisher

www.CNC-West.com
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PRODUCTIVITY
PERFORMANCE

| RoboDrill Plus-K
• Standard “Bolt-on” Automation Solution
• Rotary Carousel Stores Tools and
Parts/Pallets for Automatic Loading
• Hold Up to 60 Pallets
• Increase Tool Capacity to Over 100
• Standardized “Zero Point”
Workholding Means Minimal Setups
• Great for High Mix / Low to Mid Volume
Work

| RoboCut C800iB - 20
• World’s Most Reliable Wire EDM
• Best Auto Threader on the Market
• X/Y/Z Travels: 49.2” x 38” x 20”
(1250 mm x 975 mm x 510 mm)
• Core-Stitch Function
• Anti-Recast Power Supply

West Coast
Technical Centers

Los Angeles
1980 West Corporate Way,
Anaheim, CA 92801
Phone:
714.521.2507
CNC
WEST
December/January 2020
Serving Souther California

MethodsMachine.com/CNCWest
Phoenix
615 West 24th Street,
Tempe, AZ 85282
Phone: 602.437.2220
www.CNC-West.com
Serving AZ, CO, ID, MT, UT, WY

San Francisco
650 Whitney Street,
San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: 510.636.1430
Serving Northern CA, NV
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Not just performance.

TRANSFORMANCE.

BUILT FROM THE INSIDE OUT
FOR SPEED, RELIABILITY & VALUE

Every detail, every design decision in every Kitamura is dedicated to one goal –
building machines that transform your operations. Machines that exceed expectations,
increase productivity and help you simplify the way you run your parts. Our commitment
to quality is your assurance for long lasting performance. That commitment includes:

EXPANDABLE
BY

Craftsmanship Abounds

Hand scraping and hand fitting
of components allow for true
geometric accuracy and long
machine tool life. Guaranteed
accuracies of ±0.002mm
(±0.000079”)/Full Stroke.

In-House Induction
Hardened Solid Box Ways

Superior stability and vibration
absorption mean optimum
accuracy, heavier cutting ability,
better surface finishes and
longer tool life. World’s fastest
rapids (2,362ipm) dramatically
reduce cycle times.

High Speed/High Torque
4-Step Gear Driven Spindles

DESIGN

Energy efficient, dual contact
gear driven spindles (up to
20,000rpm) deliver strong lowend torque plus high-end fine
finish capability in one machine.

Kitamura HMC’s provide the field expandability and flexibility
necessary to grow your business as your needs change. Need
additional tools, more than 2 pallets or 5th axis machining
capabilities
to your existing Pioneering
machine in the
field,
High-Speedadded
B-Axis
Icon

with
CNC
Operation
on
theRotary
spot? Scale
We’ve got you covered.
With
Kitamura,
Integral drive motor design
Arumatik-Mi shortens cycle
offers
dramatically
faster
times
to 8,192 block
it’s
always
an option.
Additional tool
and with
palletuppool
indexing time reducing outlook-ahead processing speeds.
upgrades
are
in
stock,
ready
for
immediate
delivery.
of-cut time and increasing the
Interactive touchscreen display
amount of material removed
technology maximizes operator
in milling applications.
convenience, allowing for
easier
programming, part
If you’re considering adding automation
capabilities,
setup and operation.
why wait? Call your local Kitamura dealer today
and start growing!

Put Kitamura on your floor today.
kitamura-machinery.com
847.520.7755 USA

+ ADD UP TO 300 TOOLS + EXPAND FROM 2 UP TO 21 PALLETS
+ A VARIETY OF UPGRADES AVAILABLE DEPENDENT ON MODEL
Kitamura-machinery.com / 847.520.7755

CNC Solutions
cncsolutions.biz
408-586-8236
sales@cncsolutions.biz
Territory: Northern CA, NV

Hogue Precision Machinery
hogueprecision.com
209-892-5649
info@hogueprecision.com
Territory: OR, WA

Machinery Sales Co., LLC
mchysales.com
800-588-8111
mail@mchysales.com
Territory: Southern CA

Parting & Grooving
Miniature Master
Threading

Groove Turn

Profiling

Parting &
Grooving

Pentagonal Insert with 5 Cutting
Edges for Grooving & Parting
Miniature Parts Next to Shoulder

Back Turning

For Grooving,
Parting, Turning
& Threading
Application

For Every Type
of Material

Innovative

Cost Effective
Insert

Left & Right Insert Widths:
0.25 – 3.18mm (.01” - .125”)

Download ISCAR WORLD Now!
All ISCAR’s online apps, interfaces, and product
catalogs in a single space.

www.iscarmetals.com

App Store

Play Store

EXEC H TLINE
Raytheon Work in Tucson

Raytheon Missile Systems, Tucson, Arizona,
is being awarded a sole source, cost only contract modification which adds more work. Under
this modification, the “pacing items only” restriction is removed and the contractor is now
authorized to work the full, unchanged, effort
to manufacture, assemble, test and deliver 20
Standard Missile-3 Block IIA missiles and related efforts, and four missiles under Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) case JA-P-ATB to Japan.
The work will be performed in Tucson, Arizona;
and Huntsville, Alabama, with an estimated
completion date of December 2022.

ery/ indefinite quantity contract for Mobile
User Objective System (MUOS) ground system
sustainment. MUOS is a narrowband military
satellite communications system that supports
a worldwide, multiservice population of users,
providing modern netcentric communications capabilities while supporting legacy terminals.
Contract funds will not expire at the end of
the current fiscal year. Work will be performed
in Scottsdale, Arizona (94%); Wahiawa, Hawaii
(2%); San Diego, California (1%); Niscemi,
Italy (1%); Chesapeake, Virginia (1%); and
Geraldton, Australia (1%). Work is expected
to be completed by November 2029.

L3 Work in San Leandro

Aero-Tec Wins Two Contracts

L3 Applied Technologies Inc., San Leandro,
California, is awarded a contract for a Flash
X-Ray machine, a Short-Pulse Gamma Ray machine, and a radiation shielding design and
installation and training. The supplies under
this contract enhance the Navy’s capability to
produce and acquire strategic radiation hardened trusted microelectronics. These supplies
are in support Naval Surface Warfare Center
Crane’s Radiation Testing Modernization Program. Work will be performed in San Leandro,
California (97%); and Crane, Indiana (3%), and
is expected to be complete by December 2022.

Seattle-based AeroTEC has won two contracts
to help two supersonic jet makers develop their
new ultra-fast airplane programs.
AeroTEC CEO Lee Human confirmed his new contracts during an interview with the Seattle
Business Journal.
“I can confirm to you that we’re supporting
two separate supersonic airplane programs.
It’s clearly a very exciting space,” Human
said.
The customers are believed to be the two
leading players in the emerging supersonic
sector: Boom Supersonic, the maker of a passenger supersonic jet, and Boeing-backed Aerion,
which is making a supersonic business jet.

Vigor Work in Portland

Vigor Marine LLC, Portland, Oregon will get
work for the USNS Yukon (T-AO 202). Work will
include furnish general services, shipboard
access and security, clean and gas free tanks,
tank deck overhead preservation, aft mooring
station overhead preservation, deck preservation, tie down replacement, miscellaneous
steel replacement, tank preservation, house
preservation, bridge, cargo winch and motor,
and winch refurbishment. Contract completion
will be Feb. 24, 2020. Work will be performed
in Portland, Oregon, and is expected to begin
Jan. 6, 2020.

General Dynamics Gets Work in
AZ and Hawaii

General Dynamics Mission Systems, Scottsdale, Arizona, is awarded an indefinite deliv-
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Southest Asian Country Buys
AeroVironment’s Raven Drones

AeroVironment Inc. has received a contract
valued at $6.4 million from a Southeast Asian
military customer for additional Raven unmanned aircraft.
The Simi Valley, CA. drone manufacturer
will deliver the Raven aircraft within the
next 12 months.
Rick Pedigo, vice president of sales and
business development at AeroVironment, called
the Raven a mainstay for the military of the
unnamed country placing the order.

Continued on page 88.....
CNC WEST December/January 2020

NYMAN MACHINERY,LLC
and WEST COAST CNC

YOUR ALL
TEAM IN
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
STAR CNC SWISS
MD& M Show
Booth # 3043

NYMAN Machinery, L.L.C.

17216 Saticoy St #403, Van Nuys, CA 91406
Phone: (818) 688-1401
email: tmcjeffnyman@aol.com
http://nymanmachineryllc.com/

WEST COAST CNC, Inc.

9745 Independence Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311
Phone: 626-357-8000
Email: chris@wcoastcnc.com
www.westcoast-cnc.com

Star CNC Machine Tool,

CNC WEST22609
December/January
2020Suite 204, Yorba Linda, www.CNC-West.com
La Palma Avenue,
CA 92887 - (714) 694-1255 - www.Starcnc.com
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WHAT'S DRIVING YOUR
PRODUCTIVITY?
Choose the world's #1 CAM solution for the software and support you need
to get more chips on the floor and parts out the door.

COMING SOON
Make better parts faster.
www.mastercam.com

MILL
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LATHE

MILL-TURN

www.CNC-West.com

WIRE

ROUTER

Mastercam for

SOLIDWORKS®

DESIGN
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Double Down

On Your WORKHOLDING
THE

Built for your 3-Axis

E
C
U
DE

BY

Save Time
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+ Make Money
Proudly made in the USA

workholding@5thaxis.com

858.505.0432

www.5thaxis.com

www.CNC-West.com
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UA2090Ti 5-Axis Vertical Machining Center
Powerfully constructed, the UA2090Ti features +/-30
degree A and B axis range tilting head for flexible
five-axis machining of large complex components. The
hybrid box and linear guideway construction enables
heavy duty cutting while maintaining tight tolerances
for ferrous and high temp alloys.
CNC WEST December/January 2020
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www.toyoda.com/5-axis
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®
For Swiss-Style CNC Machines

www.genswiss.com

NEW 2019 GenSwiss® Product Catalog
Tooling For Swiss-Type CNC Machines

New Product Added!

NEW

Signature Series
Rotary Broaches

NEW

Signature Series
Collet Sleeves

NEW

EXPANDED

multidec®
Coolant Delivery

NEW

NEW

PDF LINK ON

www.genswiss.com

Signature Series
Micro Drills

multidec®
Turning Inserts
& Holders

Perfect Zero
Visual Alignment System

multidec® Cut-Off Turning Inserts

The Right Geometry For The Right Application

3000 Series
1600 Series
by

One Holder
All Geometries
All Applications

Honed/Sharpen
Edges

Positive
Rakes

Faster Feeds
Roughing
Superior Finish & Finishing

Hardened
Materials

Extended
Cut-Offs

SIGNATURE SERIES TOOLS

High Quality & Precision Solutions

• Exceptional TIR
• Coolant-Thru Ready
• Highly Accurate & Rigid
• Compact For Low Interference

www.genswiss.com
1-413-562-4800

WWW.AUTOMATIONWITHINREACH.COM

AUTOMATION HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!
Simple user interface
& setup

Frees up operator to
manage multiple tasks

Pre-Engineered, out
of the box automation

No robotic
experience required

Consistent throughput

Compact footprint

Easily added to a variety of VMC models

STARTING AT $89,900
Top jaws
MultiGrip™ base jaws

Schunk vise

VBX-160 SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS

PATENTED MULTIGRIP ™ WORKHOLDING

• Run multiple OP10/OP20 parts with no robot programming.
• No turnover station (or grippers) needed.
• Easily add new parts to automate.
• Rinse and dry station included for chip control.
• Accessible to the CNC by pivoting away

Automation ready. No need for gripper changes because
the robot uses the MultiGrip™ jaws to pick up the parts. The
MultiGrip™ jaws easily connects to the Schunk vise. Just
change the top jaws, exactly like you would in a hand-loaded
process.

LEARN MORE

www.gosiger.com/west_awr
Gosiger West
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6400 Gateway Drive
Cypress, CA 90630
www.CNC-West.com
714.446.7770
www.gosiger.com

Gosiger Northwest

21911 68th Ave South
Kent, WA 98032
CNC WEST December/January 2020
253.826.3921

Providing all options for
uncompromising results.
ZEISS O-INSPECT

// PRECISION
MADE BY ZEISS

ZEISS O-INSPECT Family
An expert in every discipline
The ZEISS O-INSPECT family of multisensor measuring machines allows you to optimally measure
2D or 3D characteristics and comes with measuring ranges up to 800 x 600 x 300 mm. The
flexibility to use contact and optical measuring technology makes it ideal for inspecting medical
components, plastics and precision engineered parts. And now optional rotary table is available!

www.zeiss.com/o-inspect
CNC WEST December/January 2020

1-800-327-9735
www.CNC-West.com
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New ZEISS Reverse
Engineering Software

ZEISS Reverse Engineering (ZRE) software offers
a new and innovative option to significantly improve the
tool correction process. Time-consuming iterations are replaced with actual measured values and proven algorithmic
methods to reduce process time by over 50 percent. ZRE
guides users through this software process step by step. To
simplify the solution further, customers can source both the
data collection hardware and software from ZEISS for a
complete, integrated reverse engineering solution.
ZRE makes tool correction more efficient because it reduces time-consuming work. Typically, tool manufacturers
rely on simulation software and experienced tool and die
makers to design and produce molds for plastics, stamping, die casting and forging industries. Multiple iterations
of corrections to the tool are usually required before a finished part is accepted. Each iteration is both time consuming and costly. With ZRE, tool and die makers use actual
measured values from the first test pieces and algorithmic
proven methods for tool corrections.
ZRE shortens tool correction iterations substantially:
first, high-precision actual data is captured from the initial
test components. ZRE then compares the point cloud or
mesh to the part CAD model. A nominal/actual analysis is
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performed to show part deviation and areas out of tolerance.
To correct the areas of concern, the software guides the user
to invert the deviated points and transforms them to the CAD
surfaces of the mold model. Finally, a new surface is created
with the corrected points using reverse engineering and the
surface refitted to the original mold CAD model. Using this
new model, modifications are made to the tool and another
test piece is made. This method may be repeated, but success
stories have shown that the number of necessary iterations is
reduced by more than half. Simulation software and experienced tool and die makers are still valuable assets in tool
design, and ZRE extends tool manufacturers the ability to
save money and bring products to the market faster.
ZRE also offers the traditional tools of reverse engineering to build CAD models from finished parts using powerful
surface reconstruction functions. Added value is provided
with evaluation tools to ensure the model is created within
expected accuracy parameters.
For the ZEISS solution, users can generate scanned data
of a test piece from multiple sources, including computer
tomography, optical sensors or a coordinate measuring machine (CMM).

CNC WEST December/January 2020

FASTEN
SEAT
HIT
A DOUBLE. TIME
IT’S MULTI-TASKING
BELTS,
SCORE PLEASE
BIG.
For single-setup magic, go with the PUMA SMX ST.

If the phrase “multi-tasking turning center” makes you weak in the knees, your shop is likely
one of dual
two things:
an outfit thatthe
runsPUMA
complexTT1300SYY
jobs that other and
shopsTT2100SYY
shy away from, or one
With
everything,
with aspirations to do exactly that.
Our all-new
5-axis
profileronly
makesby
quick
give
you horizontal
flexibility
limited
your imagination.
work
of
your
largest
aluminum
structural
components.
The PUMA SMX ST is a twin-spindle milling and turning center with a dedicated milling
The
universal
head spindle
with
HSK-A63
interface
has
spindle
and 12-station
lower
turret.
Translation:
the
complex is handled easily.
100 PUMA
horsesTT1300SYY
and spins at
30,000
The
and
PUMAr/min.
TT2100SYY are twin
If your shop
work, that
it’s high
spindle,
twin welcomes
turret, dualcomplex
Y-axis lathes
allowtime
you you welcomed a machine that lets you do
it better. Talk to your trusted Doosan distributor about the PUMA SMX ST today.
It hasup
a 60-tool
capacity,
a maximum
feedrate
ramp
production
by simplifying
therapid
process.
Theirof
2,362 ipm turrets
and a maximum
workpiece
size
of48
4 meters
12-station
with 24 positions
give
you
tools to
by 1.5
meters.
And
to top it
alltooling
off, theon
pallet
play
with,
not to
mention
live
bothchanger
turrets for
takes
your productivity
full
milling
capabilities.to new heights.
In short:
The HFP
is a machine
thatturrets allows you
The
dual Y-axis
on1540
the upper
and lower
will
instantly
place
your
aerospace
work
to perform simultaneous Y-axis machining, and the left
among
the
world’sbring
best. up to 34 horsepower, 6,000 r/
and
right
spindles
min and 165 ft-lbs of torque. All this comes in the same
footprint as a single turret machine. If you want to double

WASHINGTON/OREGON

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Sales: (253) 872-1661
Service: (253) 246-0130
Parts: (888) 207-2787

Sales: (866) 814-7238
Service: (800) 994-0146
Parts: (888) 207-2787

Sales: (562) 949-8311
Service: (866) 576-1125
Parts: (888) 207-2787

www.ellisontechnologies.com
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DECADES O
ON THE FRO

Article & Photos by Sean Buur
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odd Peterson came to Colorado with a degree
in tool and die design and a dream of being a
climbing bum for as long as the money held out.
Thankfully, he never left, and Peterson Machining is celebrating 30 years of quality on Colorado’s front range.
Todd’s dad is a mechanical engineer and for as long as
he can remember Todd has had a wrench in his hand. He
still recalls the first time he ever saw a Bridgeport mill. He
was belt high and holding his dad’s hand. “I remember being able to walk under the Bridgeport’s table,” describes
Todd Peterson, founder of Peterson Machining. “I was enthralled, and manufacturing just stayed with me all these
years.” He came west from Iowa to climb mountains and
worked at a few local shops before realizing he wanted to
start his own shop. “I was a 26 year- old mountain climbing contract machinist who had no money but wanted to
start a company. I read an article saying 9 out of 10 small
businesses were funded by loans from relatives and I knew
what I had to do. My grandparents were Midwest farmers
and in 1989 they loaned me $10,000 to get Peterson Machining up and running here in Boulder, CO.”
With a high density of tech companies, and R & D
spurred on by the local universities, Peterson Machining
made a name for themselves by delivering tight tolerance
complex parts. “We machine mostly aluminum and stainless,” tells Ronda Peterson, CEO and partner at Peterson
Machining. “I’ve been with the company 18 years and
throughout that time we’ve focused our efforts in aerospace and instrumentation. We had the opportunity to
build from prototype to production all the Retul FIT bike
system parts. Retul is now owned by Specialized. One advantage comes in being AS9100 certified and manufacturing parts that require this certification”.
Like Todd and Ronda, everything in the shop is paired
perfectly for redundancy. Only two machine tools don’t
have a significant other in the entire shop. One of Todd’s
first CNC machine tools was a Fadal in the the original
shop space. Alfred is 26 and Rose at 23 are both 3 axis
Fadal machining centers and still holding 10ths (.0001 that
is). Petersons look at each machine as an investment and
keeps them in top working condition. The 3- axis department also has Clark, a 3 axis pallet system. “Our machines
are all named and not just a number,” explains Ronda. “It
is a little personal touch that also helps with traceability.
The Fadal’s are our oldest machining centers, and they still
deliver great parts for us every day. Starting with the pallet
system on Clark and moving on to our 5 axis DMG MORI
milling centers you’ll see that all our other machines have
some sort of automation or increased capabilities. Our
Mori Seiki lathes are two spindles, with live tooling and a
Y axis. Kentaro is a NL2500 with a gantry robotic arm and
20 station stacker so it is fully automated and can run for a
week at a time without us.”
www.CNC-West.com
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Top Left - Peterson Machining’s turning department has a pair of Mori Seiki two spindle lathes with live tooling and Y axis. Kentaro is equipped with a gantry robotic
arm and a 20 station stacker, allowing for lights out manufacturing. Bottom Left - Clark, 3 Axis palletized Brother CNC is one of only two machine tools in the shop that
doesn’t have a partner. He is grouped in with a pair of Fadal 3 axis mills. Right - Steve works on MAX, one of two DMG MORI DMU 65 monoBLOCK 5 axis mills. The DMU
has a small footprint, but the work envelope is quite large. They have a 60 tool capacity and 18,000 RPM spindles.

Peterson Machining leaped into 5 axis manufacturing
in 2010 when they purchased EVE-A, a DMG MORIDMU 65 monoBLOCK. EVE-A’s footprint is actually
small for a 5- axis machine that weighs in at 22,000lbs,
but the work envelope is quite large. With 60 tools, an
18,000 RPM spindle and onboard touch probe to measure
parts in process, it was no wonder that Petersons added
an identical machine soon after. “It took us a while before
we pulled the trigger on a 5th axis,” tells Ronda. “We did
our homework and feel the DMG MORI brand is the best
of the best, delivering the accuracy and speed we need.
We wanted to up our game even more and in January
2018 we ordered our biggest DMG MORI. A DMC 85FD
RS6. We named her Theia after a Titan goddess, she was
a 14 month build and worth the wait.” Theia is a 5- axis
palletized mill-turn machining center with a 20,000 RPM
spindle, 120 tools and can run a part up to a meter in size.
The pallets for turning can run at 800RPM making this
a truly versatile machine. It was delivered over the summer and Todd and Steve, their lead machinist are both
learning the ins and outs and what she is fully capable of.
“Steve is a milling guy and Todd runs the lathe department, but since it is a mill-turn they have to share,” jokes
Ronda. Peterson Machining is working closely with the
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Germans from DMG to fine tune features and options
that are unique to this machine. “In simple terms the
MPC is crazy intelligent,” explains Todd. “It senses everything through the spindle down to flaking a corner off one
flute of an end mill. This is as close as I have ever seen to
a machine having a “feel” for what’s happening. It also has
preventative maintenance protocols that track wearing
items on the machine itself.”
Fourteen months is a long time to wait, but it gave the
Petersons time to prepare.
They quickly realized that even with all their redundancy on machine tools they still only had one CMM.
Ruby, a Starrett CMM with a Renishaw PH9 DCC automated probing head does a great job, yet she has a standard size table, and nowhere near the work envelope
needed to support parts off the new DMG. While the
DMC 85FD RS6 was on order they built a new inspection
room and added a LK Altera M CMM. The room itself
has a barn door so a forklift can be used to load parts on
and off the LK CMM table. The large table not only allows
for measurement of big parts, but also many parts. It is
not uncommon for Todd to have a handful of parts set
up for verification all at the same time. The 40x50x60 size
gives them a great amount of flexibility.
CNC WEST December/January 2020
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Ronda and Todd Peterson began investing in 5 axis machining back in 2010. Their newest DMG MORI DMC 85FD RS6 is quite a
step up in performance. It is a 5 axis mill-turn, with a 6 pallet pool, 120 tools and a 20,000 RPM spindle.

The LK Altera M CMM is appropriately named Vision,
because it sees everything. It has 14 different styli, a Renishaw PH10MQ DCC head and also a Nikon scanning
system. Todd and Ronda did their research before heading off to IMTS to see in person all the different manufacturer’s CMM offerings. Their criteria were pretty simple,
it had to be accurate, it had to be large enough to handle
a part a meter in size, easy to use software, and most importantly supported by a great service team. “In this business a machine is only as good as the service you receive
post sale,” tells Todd. “Once you get to a certain level of
CMM, they are all similar, so company background and
service becomes more of a standout. LK has a long-standing reputation of being fantastic, and Scott Collier of LK
Metrology is one of those reasons. Scott came out and
toured our shop, saw what we do, and made a recommendation off that. He delivered on everything we wanted and
Vision has been a great new asset.”
Peterson’s manufacturing team are well versed in
CMM Manager, it runs on Ruby and also on Vision. “It
was important to us to keep using CMM Manager,” explains Todd. “For a job shop like us it is perfect. We don’t
know exactly what it is we are going to inspect on a daily
basis, so CMM Manager gives us a lot of flexibility without sacrificing capabilities. Because the CMMs are automated our machinists can come in with a part, call up
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the program, and have it run
the inspection unattended.
We are in a constant state of
checking parts, and automation is a big part of our efficiency. LK’s relationship with
Renishaw was another selling point for us. As early adopters of the automated probe head, and direct collaboration
between LK and Renishaw we know that we are getting
fast and accurate readings. Speed on larger sized parts becomes more important, especially when you are measuring a lot of points. The difference can be hours faster than
a slower machine.”
As an AS9100 certified shop validating accuracy is a
part of the process. Having properly calibrated CMMs are
key. For Todd and Ronda, having the same person calibrate both the LK and the Starrett was important to them.
“Alex, from LK takes care of both our machines so they
are always in top working condition,” explains Ronda. “LK
CMMs come with an industry leading 10- year warranty, but the Starrett is older, and not their brand, and yet
they still support us by calibrating it along with their own
product. It is that kind of support that is really appreciated and valued.”
Peterson Machining has nine employees, a shop dog,
and over 8,000 sq.ft. of space, not exactly the Everest of
specs, but pretty typical for a smaller job shop in the area.
CNC WEST December/January 2020

Todd checks an assembly on the LK Altera M CMM. Peterson Machining manufactured all the machined parts on the Assembly. Back from the composite house their
customer sent it back to Peterson for final verification. Because of the large capacity, Renishaw PH10 head, and selection of probes and Nikon scanner, Peterson
Machining is able to expand their contract inspection services. No one on the front range they know of has the size and sophistication of the LK Altera CMM.

The quality and technology they house though blows everyone else off the mountain. Todd and Ronda are not
afraid to go full send when investing in the business’s future. By partnering with companies like DMG MORI and
LK Metrology, Peterson Machining knows they will take
the best line, get over the crux, and summit first in quality.
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LOCATIONS
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
1400 PIONEER ST
BREA, CA 92821

OFFICE / SHOWROOM
4221 E. RAYMOND ST
PHOENIX, AZ 85040

CALIFORNIA FAB SHOWROOM

PROVIDING MANUFACTURING
SOLUTIONS SINCE 1985

14555 ALONDRA BLVD
LA MIRADA, CA 90638

ORANGE COUNTY SHOWROOM

While quality product lines and an expert sales team
have long been cornerstones of the North South
business model, it’s the un-ending desire to create
raving fans of each one of its partners that has
fueled its longevity. NSM prides itself on not as a run
of the mill machinery dealer, but as an investment
company, investing in the success of each one of our
partners across a wide range of industries.

2120 RITCHEY ST
SANTA ANA, CA 92705

MITSUBISHI CENTER
11177 VALLEY VIEW ST
CYPRESS, CA 90603

PREMIUM PRODUCT LINES.
EXPERT SALES TEAM.

SCHEDULE A LIVE SHOWROOM
OR DIGITAL DEMO TODAY.

UNWAVERING SUPPORT.

PH: (562) 690-7616
SALES@NORTHSOUTHMACHINERY.COM

FABRICATI ON TOOLS

SERVICE
PARTS AND SERVICE
Replacement Parts
On-Site Service
Machine Repairs
Training
Safety Systems
Tooling
Installations
Retrofits
Upgrades
Downgrades

ACCURPRESS BRAKES

ACCURPRESS SHEARS

CMS WATERJETS

DAVI POWER ROLLS

HK LASER SYSTEMS

HORNET PLASMA

EUROMAC TURRET

SAFAN BRAKES

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
Comprehensive Evaluations
Oil & Filter Replacement
Recommendations
Repairs

TRAINING

On-Site Operations Training
Applications Support
Off-Site Seminars
Specialty Events w/ Expert Guests

SCHEDULE YOUR FIRST SERVICE

SPEAK TO OUR SALES TEAM

VIEW PRODUCT DETAILS ONLINE

PH: (888) 535-3044
SERVICE@NORTHSOUTHMACHINERY.COM

PH: (562) 690-7616
SALES@NORTHSOUTHMACHINERY.COM

VISIT WWW.NORTHSOUTH MACHINERY.COM TO VIEW
FEATURES AND SPECS ON ALL NEW AND USED MODELS.
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AND, 10% OFF options

4020B-II Retail price: $78,895

FACTORY PRICING FOR ALL!
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fadal 64MP Control w/ High Speed Machining
10,000 RPM Liquid-Cooled Spindle
Fadal Dual-Belt Drive, delivering Best-in-Class
220 LB/FT of Torque
Box-Way Construction
LED Worklight
24 position Dual Arm Toolchanger
Chip Conveyor [included at No-Charge]

$67,900 FOB Fadal CA

Fadal Engineering
3100 E. Cedar St. Unit 7
Ontario, CA 91761
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T

he Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
program at Cal Poly Pomona supports 600 total
students in two undergraduate and two master’s
degrees. They train and educate students to become first
day professional engineers. In addition to having a mandatory senior project conducted in industry most courses have
corresponding labs and projects. Their undergraduate programs contain math and science courses for preparations,
courses in engineering design and manufacturing processes
to familiarize students with many common production processes, CAD-CAM, data gathering and statistical analysis, to
be ready to perform quality control and reliability analysis
and finally perform engineering design for incorporating
and designing processes, including robotics and automation.
At Cal Poly Pomona, becoming a manufacturing engineer
is more than just learning theories. It is about applying those
models and equations into experimentations and projects.
“We train students to be complete engineers,” tells Cal Poly
Pomona’s Dr. Kamran Abedini, Professor and Department
Chair. “Manufacturing engineers need to know what to expect from manufacturing machinery, why the machine does
what it does, and how to design processes so that you get
the most reliable operation and the highest quality part. The
whole idea of being a manufacturing engineer is to use clever
ideas of applying science. Simply put, if they know what the
machines actually do, they can do better things with it. We
had a tour with an industry representative from a bottling
company. He saw our plastics extruding machine and said
“I will hire any of your students who have touched this machine.” Well every one of the students had in fact done more
than just touch the machine. Our faculty and our labs elevate
us over similar programs at other universities said Dr. Abedini. For us the idea is not to just present a machine to students, but to have them work with it to gain an understanding of what the machine operators goes through. They can
speak the language to better communicate, and by speaking
the language they can also better create.”
Every student and every member of the faculty touted
the hands-on experience in the labs as their favorite part of
being part of the industrial manufacturing engineering program at Cal Poly Pomona. It is no wonder when labs include:
manufacturing lab, manufacturing processes lab, automation lab, simulation lab, projects lab, welding and even their
own foundry. The entire first floor of the new engineering
building, building 17 is mostly made up of labs. Some large,
and some small, but all have specific student goals in mind.
The manufacturing lab alone is better equipped than most
job shops in the area. Many universities are lucky to have a
single CNC machine for demonstrative purposes only, and
not for students to use, that is far from the case at Cal Poly
Pomona. Along with manual machines, the recently renovated manufacturing lab has 10 new HAAS Mini Mills, four
HAAS CNC lathes (TL-1) , and one each older models of
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HAAS TM-1P and TL-1 lathe of in addition to 16 Haas training stations. “All the CNC machine tools are being updated
with cameras and viewing screens,” explains assistant professor, and alumnus of the manufacturing engineering program Dr. Dika Handayani. “With cameras mounted inside
the machines it will allow better viewing by all the students
as we demonstrate operations of the machine tool. Lurking
over student’s shoulders is intimidating and they always assume they are doing something wrong, even when they are
not. Once all the camera/viewing systems are installed we
can easily monitor the entire class as we walk around without being as intrusive.”
A short trip down the hall you find the automation lab. It
too is in a near constant state of being upgraded with technology. Inside are a dozen Siemens PLC trainers, robots,
and a small-scale automation factory. The MFE 4501 course
CNC WEST December/January 2020
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For over a decade Doosan turning centers have been the preferred machine tool at Swaim &
Sons Manufacturing. They love the reliability of the Doosans and the Fanuc controls.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

ADY ON DAY ONE

Article & Photos by Sean Buur

Top - Cal Poly Pomona’s Industrial and Manufacturing
Engineering program has a diverse student population. They
are over the national average of enrolled female engineering
students and have two female professors.

Right -Dr. Kamran Abedini, Professor and Department Chair
Dr. Nicole Wagner, Assistant Professor
Dr. Dika Handayani, Assistant Professor
Mr. Andrew Gustillo, Laboratory Technician
Dr. Victor Okhuysen, Professor
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Top - Cal Poly Pomona’s Automation Lab has 12 Siemens PLC trainers, robots and a small scale Industry 4.0 conveyor system.
Right - The lab is replacing older robotics with new Epson SCARA robots with an onboard vision camera system.

titled “Introduction to Integrated Manufacturing and Automation” course description is - Mechanization/automation/
mechatronics. Problems and methods of mechanization.
Material handling systems. Robotics. Elements of automation - sensors, analyzers, actuators, and drives. Control strategies - industrial control, discrete time/event driven systems,
feed-back systems, and optimal control strategies. Robotic
systems. NC machines. Automated inspection and identification techniques. Computer process control. Transfer lines.
The newly acquired robots are the FESTO Robotino autonomous robot and Epson robot arms (T3-401S).
“Here in the automation lab we introduce students to
Industry 4.0 through robotics and other programmable devices,” explains assistant professor Dr. Nicole Wagner. “From
the Siemens touch screen simulators students control robot movements, motors, and sensors. As you see we have a
small-scale automation conveyor system in place. Students
program the systems to have robots lift and move parts,
gates open and close and motors are timed and triggered
with sensors.” The lab just acquired three Epson T compact

SCARA robots and an unmanned robotic vehicle that
are being integrated in to
the curriculum. “We are replacing the older robotic systems
with brand new systems that will be used for many years to
come,” continues Dr. Wagner. “Our Epson SCARA robots
have a full range of motion and a vision camera system that
can see the part and take a photo. Besides verification of
placement the image can be used for a variety of other aspects like part measurement.”
Cal Poly Pomona is one of only 20 Foundry Education
Foundation (FEF) certified schools in the US that have their
own foundry. It is a standout feature for those enrolled in Cal
Poly Pomona’s Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
program. There are specific foundry-based courses where
students take a mold of the shape they want to make, melt
the metal, pour the metal, and then later on machine that
metal in the manufacturing lab on the CNC machine tools.
“It all starts here with green sand,” details Professor Victor
Okhuysen. “It is called green because it has moisture in it like

Left - Dr. Nicole Wagner gives a quick safety refresher on operating the Hass Mini Mills before starting on the day’s lab work.
Right - Dr. Dika Handayani (second from left) instructs students on the Haas TL lathe how to set their tool before turning the wheels of their project.
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Layers of control build upon one
another—driving out variation
from the machining process.

CHECK
PERFORMANCE

Perfect your inspection
As manufacturers ourselves, we understand the challenges you face. For
45 years Renishaw has been creating breakthrough innovations that solve
manufacturing problems and maximize productivity gains.

Standard and custom styli available
to solve your inspection challenges—
from the simplest to the most complex

Streamline your inspection processes with our broad array of modular or
custom fixturing for CMM’s, vision systems and Equator™ gauges for a real
boost in efficient set-ups. Then choose from a vast assortment of genuine
Renishaw styli, with numerous combinations of ball, stem, material, lengths
and configurations. Can’t find what you’re looking for? We’ll build it for you—
or even additively manufacture it to satisfy complex geometry requirements.
Allow us to show you how we can be your partner for innovative
manufacturing.
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Will - Senior transfer student from mechanical engineering and a six year Army
veteran on the GI Bill talks with professor Okhuysen. “There is a big difference
coming here from my previous university. Having switched to a manufacturing
engineering major has opened up a new set of labs for me. I chose Cal Poly Pomona
specifically for this program. I learn by doing and I know that when I graduate and
get a job some of that nervousness will go away because I actually have hands on
experience to fall back on. Hope to open my own business once I graduate, but will
probably gain experience working for others before I commit to that.”

Michael - President Manufacturing Student Club 3rd year. “Cal Poly Pomona was
my dream school. I learned in high school that I liked manufacturing when I took
a rapid prototyping class and discovered that engineering was awesome. I love
designing and building stuff. I like how we are so hands on with everything we do.
As a visual learner I don’t learn as much just being lectured to, I get way more
out of seeing and touching and doing. I know when I graduate that I want to be in
manufacturing, but I am still figuring out which process I like best. I love that we
have a foundry, casting is my favorite thing right now.”

Danny - 4th year student. “I’ve always been interested in how things work, and
I like how hands on this is. When you are a freshman you can cast your own
project and machine it. That is awesome. We learn on manual machines and on to
the CNC and G code. It is a lot of fun to learn here. I can see myself working in
different fields after graduation, I don’t have a specific targeted career path. I’m
already being offered internships and not worried about finding a career once I
graduate. This program has a lot of prestige and the local industries keep an eye
on potential employees as we progressive’s through the program.”
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a green tree branch. It is mixed with clay and water which
work as a binder. Most of our casts are made from aluminum
like the truck projects you’ve already seen, but we also have
steel capabilities when needed. The idea is that students get
to see the progression of manufacturing from sand to finished part. We also teach them a little about fixtures and that
they are not all just chucks and vises. We have pattern making capabilities for the advanced class where students must
meet certain tolerances that have been engineered into the
molds. The casting process is always discounted as being
easy, but as you can see by the some of the truck bodies in
the lab it is a lot harder do correctly than it looks.”
Time in the foundry is very valuable and because of student safety it is not an open lab. Student clubs can reserve
time with instructors, but other than that you must be enrolled in a lab to utilize all it has to offer. “We encourage all
our students to get involved with on campus clubs,” adds
Dr. Handayani. “It is a way to enhance their education with
added experience. The Manufacturing Student Club competes in casting competitions throughout the country with
the skills they’ve acquired in our manufacturing engineering
program. We take them to industry sponsored events hosted
by the American Foundry Society and the California Metals
Coalition. They love being a part of the IME program and
representing it.”
Having a program this extensive is costly to maintain. As
department chair Dr. Kamran Abedini knows all too well
how important university support is at keeping programs
funded. “Operations are very expensive,” describes Dr. Abedini. “Safety is a top priority so we have vast areas of real
estate that are only occupied by a handful of students at a
time. I can fit three times more students in a classroom than
I can in a lab, but the lab is a critical part of the student’s education. The university knows how costly this program is, but
they support us 100% because of our results, because of the
quality of education that our students receive.”
An exit survey is given at commencement to all graduating students at the end of the academic year. It has two main
questions on it. Do you have a job offer, and if so how much
is your expected salary. In terms of employability and salary,
the Industrial Manufacturing Engineering program is consistently rated one of the highest. “People talk about manufacturing leaving the country,” concludes Dr. Abedini. “That
might be true in some areas, but manufacturing engineering
is staying here. When our students graduate, they are true
engineers who have fully realized system of manufacturing
and production. They are job ready on day one. So much so
that past alumni come to cherry pick students before graduation because they don’t want to work with graduates from
other university programs. They know the value of their education, and that when we say you are an engineer, we mean
it.”
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1.

3.

4.
1. - Students make a mold of their desired shape.
2. - Students cast the raw shape out of aluminum.
3. - The truck project utilizes skills learned in the
classroom, foundry, and on a mill and lathe.
4. - Cal Poly Pomona is one of only 20 FEF certified schools
in the US. They are very proud of their foundry and the
associated courses. Students love this aspect of the
Industrial Manufacturing Engineering program.
5. - A variety of student projects ranging from cast
broncos to plastic flying disks
6. - Michael and Danny are all suited up and ready to pour
the molten metal into the casting cylinder.

5.
6.
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Laser System L2000
THE Complete Manufacturing System

Laser Cutting, Welding and Conventional
Machining on a Single Machine

Near Endless Geometric
Shape Possibilities
Minimal Burrs
Faster Than EDM
Machining
Machine Accuracies
.00001"

ADVANTAGES OF THE LASER SYSTEM L2000
Specifications and Benefits

Optical Head Specifications

• IPG Photonics leading provider
of Fiber Lasers in the world
• Laser is 100% supported in the USA
• Air cooled
• Multiple power units available
• 10 Micron delivery fiber
• Internal Pulse Generator with
endless parameter possibilities

• CCD Integrated Camera for
optical viewing and alignment
• Fine X,Y Beam adjustment for
beam alignment to nozzle
• Head assembly is
completely liquid tight
• Head is 100% made and
supported in USA
• Kerf widths down to 20 microns

Now Available on
A20, L12, L20 & L32
BNA-42GTY

www.marucit.com
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Takisawa Tech Corp

15271 Fairfield Rach Rd., Suite 130, Chino Hills, CA 91709 USA

TEL: 866-606-6143

Email: info@takisawatechcorp.com

TWIN TURRET - TWIN SPINDLE
TURNING CENTERS
MX-800

FX-800

Equipped with twin turrets and twin
spindles this is a multi-tasking fully
intelligent turning/milling CNC lathe for
complex machining. Highly accurate and
stable machining.

A multi-purpose machine for process
integration and high productivity. The
‘perfect’ machine for short cycle times
and high volumes.

YEAR END SPECIALS ON MACHINES IN STOCK
Northern California
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Q-PLUS LABS
HOW FAR MEASUREMENT HAS COME

Article by Sean Buur
Photos Contributed by Q Plus Labs & Sean Buur

Lola and Mike Knicker are the owners of Q-PLUS Labs in Irvine, CA. Mike founded the company almost 33 years ago and they have been a team ever since.

Q

-PLUS Labs sets the bar in dimensional metrology. They measure the bar, provide a full
report on the bar, and raise the bar. Mike
Knicker, president and founder of Q-PLUS Labs has
spent 40 years in metrology and has built his reputation
on unparalleled service and commitment to quality . Any
company that requires extreme discretion on very technical items knows Q-PLUS Labs is the place to go. Fortune
500 companies, large manufacturers, automotive, medical, aerospace, there is not an industry that they are not
involved in. Customers like JPL, Johnson & Johnson, US
Army, 3M, Fender Guitars, Nike, St. Jude Medical, and
Boeing, all place their trust in Q-PLUS Labs’ team of specialists.
Q-PLUS Labs has a unique business model balancing
an 80/20 split between metrology service and product
sales. As customer demand became greater and greater,
expanding into product sales was a natural progression.
“The last thing we expected to do was set up a product
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sales department that was anything less than impartial,”
explains Mike. “Product sales aren’t typically like that. It
is about being persuasive. That model doesn’t work for us
because we’ve built our reputation as a lab around being
impartial. We expanded into product sales because our
customers asked us to. They said ‘you are doing our programming, our training, our inspection, our validation,
our calibration, how come we can’t buy a machine from
you?’ After the 100th time hearing that, I figured maybe
metrology product sales could support our services.” It
was under the condition that they would be 100% equipment neutral. Since they offer almost every brand under
the sun, it makes them plausibly impartial. Q-PLUS Labs
only uses and sells machines they believe in. Their aim
is to have a customer for a very long time regardless of
it being sales or service. “We use the products we sell,
giving us the ability to custom-tailor the right product to
meet the customer’s needs,” adds Corey Herde, Director
of Marketing at Q-PLUS Labs. “Zeiss, Starrett, Renishaw,
CNC WEST December/January 2020

The GOM ATOS TripleScan 3D scanner is one of the world’s
most accurate and versatile instruments of its kind. It can
obtain high quality data very quickly.
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The Cyber Technologies chromatic confocal 3D nano-scanner is used to obtain part geometry where CMMs and vision systems struggle. The data is so dense and
accurate, it can be used to determine surface roughness. It can handle any kind of surface.

and Faro are not just brands to us, but extended family.”
Mike has a lifetime of experience working together with
the best in the industry. They want the best solution for
you. Mike makes a huge effort to treat everyone from
small mom and pop machine shops to huge corporations
the way he, as a business owner, wants to be treated. He
optimizes budgets and delivers the best solution and at
a fair price. “Being service-based first gives us the ability
that helps us fine tune our product sales.”
You can walk in the door of their Irvine, Ca. headquarters and buy a range of CMM’s and many other dimensional metrology products, but where Q-PLUS Labs
really shines is in the customization. Q-PLUS Labs combines hardware and software to match up with the way
they would/do inspect the part. “We build it and set everything up here,” details Mike. “We test it, perfect it, and
then transfer that technology to the customer as a package deal. We go into their shop and train their people then
continue to service the system for years to come. It’s an

honor, but a big responsibility. Customers take all the risk
out of their investment by having us prove it out first. It
isn’t worth a ding to our reputation delivering anything
less than our best.” Q-PLUS Labs always recommends the
customer utilize the manufacturer’s training as a starting
point to familiarize themselves with the technology. They
consider what they provide to be advanced supplemental
training when you really need to elevate your game and
get the most out of your machine and the software.
Being able to service everyone is everything at Q-PLUS
Labs. They have the ability to scan anything from a large
area with LiDAR technology down to a microscopic level.
It is this vast range that sets them apart as one of the most
credentialed labs in the country. Unique items customers
have sent to Q-PLUS Labs to scan or 3D model include:
a church on the north shore of Hawaii, plant roots for a
Harvard scientist, Eddie Van Halen’s guitar, Shelby Cobra
parts, and they even helped analyze stress fractures on
airline wreckage debris. In the short time Corey has been

Left – A dimensional metrologist runs a program that was written off line to verify a large part on the Zeiss Accura CMM. If it is a one-off then Q-PLUS Labs will typically
manually check it. It doesn’t make sense to write a program for a single part, but their magic number to justify some level of automation is only two. They can write a
program on the first part and run it on the second part and it will still take less time than manually inspecting two parts. Right – A small part is checked for form and
surface roughness simultaneously using a Zeiss Surfcom.
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Lab Manager John Michaels Lyons has been with Q-PLUS Labs for more than 20 years. The Starrett brand of metrology equipment has been with Q-PLUS for even longer.
Together, state of the art equipment and hardworking like-minded professionals uphold the company tag line of “For Your Product’s Perfection.”

with Q-PLUS Labs, he has seen items he never thought
he would encounter when joining a dimensional metrology company. “I’ve already seen some amazing parts
scanned,” tells Corey. “The ones that stand out for me are
watching the technician 3D scan the inside of a panel van
and a real Star Trek Disruptor prop. The van makes sense
as a practical application, but the gun was a customer’s
passion project. You never know what is going to come
through the door each day.”
Mike’s lab can best be described as Jay Leno’s garage,
but with dimensional metrology equipment. Mike touts
that the best aspect of having every tool under the sun is
that if one isn’t getting it done for you, there are others
that will. “It is amazing how far measurement has come,”
touts Mike. “We used to do it old school with blue and
scribe of castings and forgings. It was slow, not that accurate, and very expensive. Now we can do that 1000 times
better, 100 times faster, and have a nice digital record.”
Back in the day a customer would have to send back the
part if they needed additional measurements. Now, QPLUS Labs can call up the file on their server and have
that information at their fingertips within seconds. With
a virtual part, it can be measured by a virtual CMM. “Our
current best resolution is half a nanometer,” boasts Mike.
“For reference, a human blood cell is approximately 7 microns in diameter, which is 7,000 nanometers. So, imagine 1/14,000 of a blood cell.” As you get into Nanotechnology, everything is getting smaller and smaller. Typically,
metrology needs to be 10 times more accurate than the
tolerance of what it is measuring. You don’t want your
measurement step to consume too much of your part
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tolerance. If not specified otherwise, Q-PLUS Labs’ inhouse standard is to not consume more than 10% of the
part tolerance. 10 to 1 is typically the most stringent standard, but it’s not uncommon for customers to get measurement results back that are at 100 to 1. “Many times
we measure at 100 to 1 because we can,” half-jokes Mike.
“If we can do it at no additional cost, why not be more
accurate?”
The lobby display case has everything in it from a
simple toothbrush to a cold side turbocharger blade that
spins at 125,000 RPM. Customers from every industry
rely on the arsenal of metrology equipment Q-PLUS Labs
has at their disposal in their 13,000 sq.ft. of lab space.
“Technology has always been a big part of what we do,”
explains Mike. “In the early years Lola (Mike’s wife and
business partner) and I invested every penny we didn’t
need to pay our mortgage and feed the kids into getting
the latest and greatest. My first CMM is still out in the
shop floor and works just as good today as it was when
I first got it thanks to air bearings. As soon as we could,
we invested in a CNC robotic CMM so we could measure
faster. We have CMMs, vision systems, multi-sensor systems, 3D scanners and a ton of other stuff. We have half
of a Noah’s ark of dimensional measurement equipment
out there. We have at least one of nearly everything, and
in some cases more than one.”
Customers send parts to Q-PLUS Labs for a variety
of reasons, but two of those are; first article inspections
and because they don’t have the equipment needed to do
the job. “First article inspections that require a 3rd party
verification is a specialty of ours,” tells Corey. “As a neuCNC WEST December/January 2020

tral party with the highest levels of accreditation, parts
are sent to us for inspection and certification.” Customers have the ability to produce highly complex parts that
have tight tolerances but don’t always have the right tool
to verify it. Their current quality lab might support 90%
of what they manufacturer, but that 10% might be out
of their realm of capability. Instead of spending a lot of
money on measurement equipment that would hardly
get used, they go to Q-PLUS Labs. Large and small companies alike take advantage of Q-PLUS Labs amenities.
“It is strange to some that organizations like JPL would
need our services,” explains Mike. “Everyone knows what
they are capable of, and their staff and facilities are above
reproach. Metrology seems like a natural complement to
manufacturing and engineering, but it is a science all its
own. To have someone on staff full time with our level of
expertise and equipment to do the job is expensive.” “It’s
like having a samurai warrior, but you only use him once
a year,” adds Corey. “Sure, it is nice to employ a samurai,
but having a dormant warrior, it isn’t the best use of his
talents.”
Q-PLUS Labs is ITAR, AS9100, ISO9001, ISO1345,
and ISO17025 accredited and keeps your data safe with
the latest NIST 800 protocols and enterprise-class servers. “After 40 years in the business, I’ve learned requirements never loosen,” shrugs Mike. “You can fight it or

become early adopters and get out ahead of it. Lots of
customers today insist on the ISO17025 accreditation
and earning that high level of accreditation was a beneficial experience for us.” Mike jokes that Q-PLUS Labs
is like an emergency room for parts. We have to be good;
we have to be fast, and many times we are the last word.
We are the checkers, and no one else is checking them.
We have to be spot on, and Mike’s self-regulation is often
higher than what is required. “We have internal processes
to check the checkers,” concludes Mike. “Our tag line is
“For Your Product’s Perfection.” That is a tall order; we
are only human but good systems and discipline make it
possible. Ninety-nine percent sounds good on a college
paper, but it doesn’t look so good when you equate it to
one out of a hundred babies being dropped on their heads
at birth. We need to stay our own worst critic and deliver
the best possible unbiased results.”
For the longest time, Mike chased what he calls the
“Holy grail of measurement,” that one machine that could
do it all. Over time he realized there never will be a single
machine for every measurement. The closest you will ever
get is a collection of excellent machines operated by super
smart people who know how to use them. If there is a better way to measure something Mike and his team of hardworking, like-minded professionals will find it.

Q-PLUS Labs are an authorized Faro reseller. They use the advanced scanning system in the field as well as in the lab. Geoff Sorenson is verifying a contour on an
aerostructure part with the Faro scan arm. It’s 7-axis articulation and multiple sensors make quick work of tight-toleranced geometry.
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LIVE TOOLING
A brief introduction to the basics of this machine tool method,
its concepts and recent developments in the technology

Article & Photos Contributed by
Preben Hansen, President, Platinum Tooling Technologies Inc.

L

Example of a very large, deep pocket tool that initially seemed too expensive, until the tests proved otherwise.

ive tooling, as the name implies, is specifically
driven by the CNC control and the turret of various spindle and powered sub-spindle configurations on CNC lathes to perform various operations while
the workpiece remains in orientation to the main spindle.
These devices, whether BMT or VDI, are also called driven tools, as opposed to the static tools used during turning operations and are usually customized for the particular machine tool builder’s turret assembly.
Most often, live tooling is offered in standard straight
and 90º configurations with a wide variety of tool output
clamping systems, including collet chuck, arbor, Weldon,
capto, whistle notch, hydraulic, HSK, CAT, ABS and a variety of custom or proprietary systems developed by the
many suppliers to the industry.
As your jobs change or volume increases or you encounter specific challenges in machining very large parts
with deep pockets or very small intricate parts, for example, and the need arises for new machinery, a common
error is made by accepting the standard tooling packages
provided by the builder. This is most definitely not a criticism of the standard packages from builders, but this article is meant to give you a set of parameters to consider
when evaluating the tooling and toolholding devices to
use in your shop or production department. Simply stated, you need to do as much evaluation of your process,
when determining the proper tooling to be used, as you
did when you evaluated the various machines available
for purchase.
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This examination can range from the simple (external
vs. internal coolant, for example) to the sublime (adjustable or extended tooling configurations) to the truly exotic, an example of which will end this article.
Tool life is the product of cutting intensity, materials
processed, machine stability and, of course, piece parts
produced. Two seemingly identical job shops can have
vastly different tooling needs because one is automotive
and one is medical, or one specializes in the one-offs and
low-volume work, while the other has a greater occurrence of longer run jobs. The totality of your operation
determines the best tooling for the machines being purchased.
Bearing construction and the resulting spindle concentricity drive the life of any tool and you might find that
just a 10-15% greater investment in a better design can
yield both longer lasting cutters and consistently superior
finish on your products. Of course, the stability and rigidity of the machine tool base are also critical factors, especially on large or deep pocket workpieces, where the distance from the tool base to the cutter tip is greater. Bevel
and spur gears that are hardened, ground and lapped in
sets are best for smooth transition and minimal runout.
Roller bearings are consistently superior to spindle bearings in live tooling applications, so look for a combination
system to get the highest precision possible. Also look for
an internal vs. external collet nut, so the tool seats more
deeply in the tool, as superior rigidity will result.
CNC WEST December/January 2020

+135º/-30 universal style adjustable tool might be the ideal
solution for families of parts.

Multi-spindle tool brings improved cutting capacity to your lathe.

Likewise, coolant high pressure might be desirable.
Look for 2000 psi in 90º and 1000 psi minimum in straight
tools.
You need to ask another question, namely, is the turret
RPM sufficient to handle the work to be done? It’s possible a speed increaser on the tool would be helpful.
Would it be beneficial to move secondary operations
to your lathe? gear hobbing can be accomplished or producing squares or flats through the use of polygon machining.
Standard live tooling most often is best suited to production work, where the finish, tolerances and cutter life
are critical, while quick-change systems may be better
suited to the shop producing families of products and
other instances where the tool presetting offline is a key
factor in keeping the shop at maximum productivity.

This opens the discussion of long-term flexibility and
it’s the most often overlooked consideration in buying live
tooling. What work do you have in the shop, what work
will be coming in the future and the overall economies
of a changeable adapter system on your tooling may be
considerations not often made when the focus is centered
on the machine being purchased. Dedicated tools for
large families of product may be desirable but consider a
changeable adapter system and talk to your supplier before making that determination. Likewise, if the future
work you’re bidding involves more families of product,
think ahead when buying the initial tooling on the machine.
If standard ER tooling is suitable for the work, there
are many good suppliers but do consider the construction
aspects noted above. For a quick-change or changeable

Internal clamping nut seats the tool more deeply.
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A typical ER collet adapter changing system allows faster presetting and
improved production.

adapter system, there are fewer suppliers in the market,
so seek them out and be sure they can supply the product
styles you need for all your lathe brands. Adjustable angle
head systems can be costly but very worthwhile, owing to
the stability and rigidity of their construction, when producing families of parts with only slight differences in the
dimensions.
Now, one of the exotic examples promised earlier…it
evidences the value of having test runs done on alternative tool styles…
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One company was doing a cross-milling application on
an AL6063 sheave, using an ER40 output tool on a Eurotech lathe, running 10 ipm at 4000 rpm. They were
making three passes, with a cycle time of 262 seconds and
getting a chatter finish on 20,000 pieces per year. The annual cost of the machining was over $130,000. By using
an improved adapter tool design with ER32AX output
and the same parameters, they were able to produce the
part in a single pass with a smooth finish and cycle time of
just 172 seconds. Over the course of the year, this turned
into a savings of $45,000, approximately 20x the cost of
the tool. The bottom line is the bottom line, as the accountants tell us.
In the end, you may not need a +135º/-30 universal
adjustable tool or a multi-spindle live holder or even a
quick-change adapter system but do consider all the options. Talk to your machine builder and several tool suppliers, plus the most important people in this equation,
your shop personnel, as their input is invaluable.
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Five Ways Technology Helps
Manufacturers
Steven Brand

CMTC www.cmtc.com

Technology Creates Differentiation

Technology advances usually start slow as early adopters
test the waters, gain momentum as others catch on, and then
take off like a rocket when it becomes the norm. While many
manufacturing technologies involved in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution were once only affordable for industry giants,
many of them have “taken off,” becoming increasingly available to small and medium-sized manufacturers (SMMs) as
their price goes down. Whereas large manufacturers are often
the early adopters, they may wind up investing in technology
they don’t need or that ultimately doesn’t suit their business,
taking a loss; SMMs, on the other hand, which usually adopt
technology later when it’s more affordable, have the ability
to pick and choose what technologies make sense for them
based upon the experiences of others. By investing only in
the technologies that can benefit them, SMMs are able to save
money and improve their value proposition to customers and
potential customers, differentiating their unique product or
service from the masses.

Technology Builds Customer Loyalty

The right technology improves the customer experience
by helping manufacturers improve their processes and communicate with their customers. Some of this technology may
be customer-facing, such as using intelligent online chatbots to
quickly assist customers with common questions or concerns,
or developing a better online inventory portal so customers
can see what is available to them. Other technologies will be
internal, yet ultimately benefitting the customer, such as using data analytics to gain deeper insight into their needs, or
using additive manufacturing to produce small batches of a
customized product for specific customers. By becoming more
customer-centric through the use of technology, manufacturers
can keep customers coming back.

Technology Streamlines Processes

Much of the technology involved in the Fourth Industrial
Revolution is designed to streamline processes for manufacturers. For example, automation through artificial intelligence
and advanced robotics improves productivity and accuracy,
while relieving employees from routine and time-consuming
tasks which allows them to focus on more important, highervalue work or new projects. Other technologies, such as
blockchain and the Internet of Things (IoT), have the ability
to build smarter, more secure, and more transparent supply
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chains, and gather data from a wide variety of manufacturing
endpoints to enable real-time reporting for better decision
making.

Technology Aids in Recruitment

Manufacturing is often thought of as an unenviable job, but
today, through technological advances, manufacturing offers
some of the most exciting careers and work environments.
Adopting technology, then, is very important when it comes
to dispelling the notion that all manufacturing work is “dark,
dirty, and dangerous.” As the baby boom generation enters
retirement, adoption of technology will help recruit the next
generation of manufacturing employees, who are looking for
more exciting, rewarding, and innovative work environments.
Technology is also responsible for networking through social
media, which is a great way to connect with and recruit today's
youth; in fact, YouTube has been instrumental in recruiting
new talent through virtual facility tours highlighting new
technologies.
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Technology Expands Your Reach

Manufacturers leveraging technology can expand their
reach into other markets and create new income streams.
While some manufacturers may choose to keep their business
within U.S. borders, manufacturers may also utilize today’s
technologies to become global enterprises, finding or creating
opportunities based on unmet needs and interests expressed by
international consumers. Through the internet, entering new
markets around the world and working with customers that
were unreachable in the past now becomes much easier. Of
course, there can still be hurdles to overcome, so you may want
to check out our story, How ExporTech Helps Manufacturers
Boost SalesBy Entering the Global Market.
You’ve heard the adage work smarter, not harder, and
technology gives you the tools to do exactly that. While it’s
not always easy to keep up with technology, and finances can
sometimes hold SMMs back, it’s importance to survival cannot be understated. From BetaMax to Blackberry, Blockbuster
to Borders, many once-mighty products and companies have
fallen for failing to keep up with evolving technology. Make
sure you’re not the next casualty of changing times by joining
the Fourth Industrial Revolution and bringing technology to
your factory floors.
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Founded in 1950, ACCURATE GRINDING is a family-owned production facility
specializing in precision custom and aerospace parts. Our core strengths lie in
machining parts with very tight tolerances to the specifications of today’s leading
technology and aerospace companies.

www.AccurateManufacturing.net

NEED A FAST
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GRINDING SOURCE FOR
YOUR SHAFT REPAIRS OR
PRODUCTION OFFLOAD?
Cage Code 1NKA6
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807 E. PARKRIDGE AVE.
CORONA, CA. 92879
888-222-8372 • 951-479-0909
Info@AccurateManufacturing.net
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CAD/CAM/CNC Perspective
By: Tim Paul

Tim.Paul@Autodesk.com

Is it worth it?

Last week I was at Autodesk University in Las Vegas, the yearly conference held by Autodesk where users
and employees alike share knowledge in classes, round tables, and panel. The topic for this article came to
mind while I was sitting in Kevin Ellingson’s “CAD for CAM” class where he showed the power of integrated
CAD/CAM in Fusion 360. He showed tips and tricks like how surface manipulation and patching can make better 3D surfaces that make better 3D toolpaths how to systematically model work holding assemblies to easily
use in a manufacturing assembly while programming in CAM. During one of the longer workflows, someone
spoke up and asked, “Is it really worth it?” As Kevin was explaining the value of modeling work holding as part
of a CAM assembly I chimed in and said, “It really depends on what you are doing and what time you value.”
So, let’s break down modeling work holding, think about what the value is, and find out if it is really “worth it”.
I break modeled work holding into a few categories:

•Low density fixture models such as a single vise
•High density fixture models such as multiple vises or a tombstone
•Specially designed fixture models
Low-density fixture models:
Including a single station vise in a CAM program for
a simple setup is often considered “demo magic” for
software salespeople to make their software look
fancier. CAM programming with accurately modeled,
low-density work holding like a single vise does add
some value when it comes to capturing your intent
on specific things like cutting depths when you have
an integrated CAD/CAM environment such as Fusion
360. The real value in this situation is when it comes
to making changes. If you were deep in the process
of programming a part and then realize you need to
move the part deeper or shallower in the vise you can
easily move the part while still capturing your previously captured intent. A good example of capturing
your intent would be setting a cut depth to be .010”
above your vise jaws instead of setting the depth relative to the part itself. I can think of countless times in
my early days as a machinist of finding jaws that were
unexpectedly cut when someone changed something
and forgot to scrutinize all of their cut depths. Many
people also find value in modeling a vise to help them
design, program, and cut soft jaws.
Few people will argue that there is not ANY value in
programming while having a complete assembly that
includes even a simple single station vise. The real
question and debate, as asked in Kevin’s AU class, is,
“is it worth it?” Everything we do is a balance of many
things. Process development, learning, training time,
and the time it takes to do each time you are working
on a job weighed against the value returned for the
work done. One important and valuable return for the
work of any machining assembly is more predictable
toolpath simulation. The more accurate and predictable your toolpath simulation is, the less time you
need to spend running programs at reduced rapid and
federates and/or running at single block.
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The question still remains unanswered. Is it worth
modeling a low density fixture model as part of a machining assembly for CAM programming? That answer
really depends on the work you are doing, the culture
in the shop, and the willingness to invest in processes.
There are too many details unique to each shop to
cover in this article. I do urge anyone to look at what is
stopping them from investing in any new process that
shows potential improvements and I especially encourage analyzing the possibility of creating a system

around the process to make it more efficient. I often
find that an upfront investment in developing a repeatable process makes many time-consuming processes
worth doing. In this case, one option would be to have
pre-defined vise assemblies with the proper joints already applied. Personally, I also include a stock block
and vise opening that are driven by CAD parameters.
With a decent pre-modeled vise assembly it should
only take 1-2 minutes to create an assembly ready
to CAM program. The 1-2 minutes spent creating the
machining assembly could easily save many times
that time when proofing out the part at the machine
once the process is proven to be consistent and trustworthy.
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So let’s return to the initial question: “is it worth it?”
For the system I use, I’ve found that spending the
few minutes it takes to create a high-density machining assembly saves me a lot of hard-to-quantify time
during programming where I would otherwise have to
be more mindful of where things are in the machine.
What I can quantify are the numerous minutes I save
each time I don’t have to manually probe parts in my
machine when I am able to program the WCS probing
routines from Fusion 360. Even more than the time
I save manually probing parts in my machine, I save
countless minutes each time I run a job without manually overriding the rapid and cutting feeds or testing
programs in single block.
When you are working with a multi-axis machine such
as a 5-axis, 4-axis, or a 4-axis horizontal, the benefits
of accurate machining assemblies are compounded
as accurate toolpath simulation become even more
important with increasing machine complexity.
High-density fixture models:
The higher the part density in the machine the easier
it should be to justify the time it takes to accurately
model a machining assembly. When programming
across multiple vises or other fixtures on a vertical
table or tombstone, modeling the whole assembly
can save a lot of time when proving the program out.
Having everything accurately mirrored between the
machine and the CAD file that is being programed
in CAM is critical to trusting the toolpath simulation.
Having a system to efficiently create a machining
assembly becomes increasingly important and the
number of components in the assembly increases.
I have a Haas VF2SS in my garage and I’ve invested
a lot in the 5th Axis Rocklock modular work holding
system to quickly mount and locate my different vises
and fixtures. I’ve also invested a lot of time in building
pre-assembled models so I can quickly select and assemble the appropriate vise or fixture plate for the job
I’m working on – for up to 5 separate vises – within a
few minutes. The other advantage I’ve discovered in
having an accurate model of what is in my machine is
that I no longer manually probe each job. Because my
whole CAD model is accurate to what is in my machine, I use the 5th Axis Master Pallet to set up standard Work Coordinate Systems. From those standard
Work Coordinate Systems, I use the WCS probing
routines in Fusion 360 to program probing routines to
locate what I am working on.

Specialty fixture models:
Specialty fixtures are the biggest reason I switched to
an integrated CAD/
CAM tool years ago.
Odd shaped parts,
high part density,
and challenging
tolerance consistency from run to
run are common
reasons for specialty fixtures. With
increasing labor
costs it’s been easier to justify custom
fixtures to increase
part density to keep
the machine running
longer so operators
can do multiple jobs
at once. In years
past, it was common
practice to have
an operator in front of each machine to swap parts,
prep material, de-burr parts, and perform in-process
inspection. In those days the focus was mostly on
reducing cycle time while producing parts within tolerance. As labor costs go up, many shops are finding
that high density fixtures are a cost-effective way to
increase their productivity and process consistency.
So, “Is it worth it?” It really depends on how you want
to process work through your shop. I’m not totally against quick and dirty workflows, but I think it’s
important to analyze the work you do, the tools you
have, and what is available to make a decision about
all the processes you use to make parts. I think the
more I’ve invested in accurately modeling machining
assemblies the more I’ve been able to load programs
and run them at the machine without having to stand
over them like a bomb could go off at any moment.
If efficiently modeling machining assemblies is intimidating, I encourage you to seek out more knowledge. I see a lot of shops growing, but those shops
are always looking to do things more efficiently and
intelligently.
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Mazak DISCOVER 2019 Draws
Thousands of Attendees

More than 2,000 manufacturers from across North America
attended Mazak Corporation’s DISCOVER 2019 event held
November 5-7 and 12-13 at the company’s North American
manufacturing headquarters in Florence, Kentucky. The event
featured over 30 live machine tool demonstrations, and Mazak
unveiled for the first time in North America several productivity-enhancing technologies such as its new MAZATROL
SmoothAi control as well as a new mixed reality training and
service support system. The company also showcased some
of its investments in its Florence, Kentucky, manufacturing
campus, including a sneak preview of the latest improvements
to its Mazak iSMART Factory™ and a new spindle rebuild
facility in the campus’ South Building.
Developed with automation in mind, Mazak’s new SmoothAi control includes artificial-intelligence-driven machining functions such as SMOOTH Robot Cell Controller and
SMOOTH Robot Teaching Assist that make it easier than
ever to integrate a wide range of digital technologies into
part-production operations. Featuring graphical user interface
enhancements, an optional second monitor and operation
panel enhancements to support other new SMOOTH TECHNOLOGY solutions, including SMOOTH Ai Spindle, Solid
MAZATROL and Ai Thermal Shield, the SmoothAi CNC also
incorporates new products like SMOOTH CAM Ai, MAZATROL TWINS software and SMOOTH Project Manager.
Also garnering much attention at DISCOVER 2019,
Mazak’s mixed reality training and new remote service modalities are expected to revolutionize training, service and
maintenance with powerful display technology. The system
takes virtual objects from VR and overlays them in the real
world with an AR approach, enabling risk-free training and
new possibilities for machine service and maintenance.
On the machine tool side, many of the advanced machines under power and cutting parts during DISCOVER
2019 included those paired with automation solutions such

as articulating robots and palletized
part loading/unloading systems. Other
machine tool innovations included
Mazak’s HYBRID Multi-Tasking series
of machines, which add technologies
such as 3D metal printing with Hot Wire
Deposition (HWD) and using force to
join metals with Friction Stir Welding
(FSW) to conventional machine tools.
Looking back at the success of the
DISCOVER MORE WITH MAZAK
series of events in 2019, Dan Janka,
president of Mazak Corporation, commented, “Our customers have come to
rely on the these events to keep up with
the latest manufacturing advancements
and strategies, which is why Mazak
DISCOVER continues to hold the distinction as the industry’s largest privately held manufacturing
technology and education event in North America,”
In keeping with the event’s educational focus and stemming from Mazak’s various technical collaborations, the
company welcomed several of the manufacturing industry’s
leading minds as keynote speakers during DISCOVER 2019.
Presentations from Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL),
University of Cincinnati, Lockheed Martin, GE Aviation,
Cisco Systems, Fanuc America, AMT -The Association for
Manufacturing Technology and others addressed industrycritical topics including automation, workforce development,
HYBRID Multi-Tasking, digitally connected factories and
cybersecurity.
As part of DISCOVER 2019, Mazak opened the doors
of its Mazak iSMART Factory for tours, during which attendees experienced the company’s latest investments in its
own manufacturing operations, including a new completely
automated manufacturing cell currently being installed and
the initial stages of the entirely new Spindle Rebuild facility.
This new state-of-the-art facility will provide efficient and
high-quality OEM-factory-certified spindle rebuild services
and will further improve Mazak’s ability to quickly deliver
spindles and reduce customer downtime.
In line with the Mazak iSMART Factory concept, the new
automated manufacturing cell spotlighted the effectiveness of
Mazak’s SMOOTH TECHNOLOGY digital manufacturing
solutions – including its new Smooth Spindle Health Monitoring – that contribute significantly to increased productivity and
maximized machine utilization. The new manufacturing cell
features Mazak’s MAZATEC Smart Manufacturing System
(SMS) for both machine pallet and raw material stocking
and six of Mazak’s most advanced machine tools and also
incorporates the Mazak SmartBox IIoT technology for process
monitoring and optimization.

ZEISS O-INSPECT
Need a CMM? Need a vision system? Get the
best of both worlds with the ZEISS O-INSPECT.
-100% Full 3-D Measuring!!
-ZEISS CMM Scanning Probe
-Program from a 3-D CAD model
-Intuitive ZEISS CALYPSO Software
-It is a ZEISS CMM with a vision
measuring camera so you have the best of
both worlds.
-Includes installation, calibration,
computer, software, & training. A
complete system

$69,900
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King Machine
George Cobb
208-345-9600
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Western Metrology
Tom Zitzelberger
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Industry News

BIG KAISER Enhances
Online Access to 2D and
3D Tooling Data

BIG KAISER has redesigned one
of the most popular tools on bigkaser.
com—the manuals, DXF and STEP
(STP) Search. The improvements
make finding 2D and 3D data and specific product manuals easier. As users
type a catalog number into the search
field, a drop-down menu will display
available DXF, STP and manuals.
“After gathering feedback from our

Optomec Delivers 500th
Industrial 3D Printer

customers, the tool was completely
redesigned for the North American
market,” Alan Miller, engineering
manager, said. “The hope is that making both DXF and STP models available online helps customers’ work a
little faster and their day-to-day jobs
easier.”
DXF standard allows customers to
combine products from multiple companies with unified layer structures.
The STP standard keeps things simple
for program simulation. DXF access
is open to anyone but STP downloads
will require a login (application link on
download page).
The tool can be found here: bigkaiser.com/en/downloads/manualsdxf-and-step-search.

Optomec, Inc., a New Mexico
privately-held supplier of proprietary
additive manufacturing equipment and
software, in November announced it
has delivered its 500th Industrial 3D
printer. The machine is installed at a
division of General Electric, which
now counts more than 20 Optomec
systems in use across GE business units
including aviation, healthcare, power,
and oil & gas.
The company has invested more
than $50 million developing its proprietary solutions for 3D Printed Metal
and 3D Printed Electronics, resulting in
a comprehensive Intellectual Property

REPAIR. REPLACE.
PROTECT YOUR EQUIPMENT.

BELLOWS & WAY COVERS AUTOMATED MACHINE
SAFETY DOOR

CABLE & HOSE
CARRIERS

Repair Facility
in Northern CA
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in Northern CA

CALL YOUR LOCAL
DYNATECT REPRESENTATIVE

TELESCOPIC
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TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENT
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portfolio that includes more than 60
patents issued and a wealth of enabling
materials and process knowledge.
Optomec’s installed base of 500 Industrial 3D printers includes more than
200 LENS® machines for 3D Printed
Metal, where Optomec was first to
market with a DED (Directed Energy
Deposition) based solution. These
metal printers are used for a range
of high ROI production applications
including short-run manufacturing,
upfront wear coatings and rebuild of
worn or damaged components.
Additionally, Optomec has fielded
almost 300 of its patented Aerosol Jet®
systems for 3D printed electronics.
These machines are used in production for applications including highdensity 3D semiconductor packaging
and directly integrated 3D antenna
and sensors, for industry leaders in
consumer electronics, medical device
and mil-aero markets.

physical health support, employment
and education assistance, and the many
other services that WWP provides to
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its warriors, free of charge. To learn
more, please visit: https://www.woundedwarriorproject.org.
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Tsugami/Rem Sales Continues to Support Wounded Warrior Project as
Corporate Champion
CM

MY

CY

CMY

Tsugami/Rem Sales, the exclusive
North American importer of precision
Tsugami machine tools, announced
recently that it is committed to support
our nation’s wounded warriors through
Wounded Warrior Project® (WWP)
and the nonprofit’s free programs and
services. Many wounded veterans face
significant challenges when they return
to civilian life, and through the generous support of donors and corporate
partners, WWP is able to provide support during their recovery, wherever
they are in that process.
Through financial contribution,
Tsugami/Rem Sales, LLC is directly
supporting the programs and services
that give warriors access to mental and
K
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“We are honored to support Wounded Warriors as a Corporate Champion
for the second year in a row. The continuation of this initiative is one that
our business is proud to share as it
shows Tsugami/Rem Sales’ commitment to service through dedication
to helping injured service men and
women across the nation,” said Michael Mugno, president, Tsugami/Rem
Sales, LLC.
“The support we receive from Tsugami/Rem Sales, LLC. gives Wounded
Warrior Project the critical resources
we need to serve warriors,” said Gary
Corless, chief development officer at
WWP.
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CGTech Welcomes Mark
Forth as Global Business
Development Manager

CGTech announces the appointment of Mark Forth as gobal business
development manager. Mr. Forth
joined CGTech corporate headquarters
in Irvine, CA on October 1st, 2019.
“Mark is a great addition and asset
to CGTech. With many years’ experience in the manufacturing industry we
are extremely pleased to welcome him
to the team,” said Jon Prun, founder
and president of CGTech.
Mark has over 25 years’ experience
in the CAD/CAM industry, during
which time he has held roles at Delcam
and Autodesk within applications,

www.CNC-West.com

sales, product management, marketing
and business development.

MC Machinery Systems and
ADIRA Form Partnership to
Provide Press Brake Line
to North American Market
MC Machinery Systems, Inc., a
subsidiary of Mitsubishi Corporation,
and ADIRA, a Portuguese manufacturer, part of SONAE CAPITAL portfolio,
have formed a sales and service partnership to deliver quality press brakes
throughout North America from 100
through 2000+ ton capacity machines.
ADIRA was established in 1956
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linked ADIRA’s engineering department to universities and development
institutes (University of Porto, MIT,
INEGI, & INESC) in a network to
develop and transfer innovations and
knowledge.
MC Machinery Systems, Inc. has
recently partnered with ADIRA to offer
customers more products at economical prices, while providing an extensive network of service and support.
in Porto, Portugal, manufacturing a
variety of sheet metal working machinery. With over 162,000 square feet of
production space, ADIRA is capable
of producing hundreds of quality machines for export all over the world.
ADIRA’s commitment to innovation
and continuous improvement have

Emuge Corp. Hosts Grand
Opening of Newly Expanded Manufacturing
Facility

Emuge Corp., held a grand
opening ceremony of its significantly

expanded, custom-designed manufacturing facility on October 15, 2019.
Marking a 35 year presence in the
U.S. along with increased growth in
North America, the Emuge expansion
includes more manufacturing and tool
reconditioning space, the addition of
a new PVD coating center as well as
an expanded technology and training
center. The expanded facility doubles
the size of the original building to over
50,000 square feet total.
Over 150 attendees joined Emuge
to celebrate the occasion. The grand
opening featured a formal ribbon cutting, a special unveiling of a statue of
Emuge founder Richard Glimpel, a
full facility tour and live machining
technology demonstrations.
“The expansion will allow us to bet-

Premium Economical CMM

Prices start at $57,000.00

LK Metrology’s new ALTERA C offers realiable measurement results
and efficient throughput for measurement tasks in industrial and
shop floor environments. Innovative design features have resulted in
a surprisingly compact footprint, making the ALTERA C an attractive
proposition when floor space is limited.
Available in three sizes 7.7.5, 10.7.5 and 10.7.7. A range of
multi-sensor technology is available to meet varied customer
applications and budgets, including: 5-axis PH20, industry
standard PH10, low cost automated RTP20, manual MH20i and
fixed head PH6.

...we are metrology

Contact Scott Collier at 760-978-7091
LK Metrology, Inc.

(810) 263-6100
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custom designed spindles for
Fadal CNC machines!

SPN-0336A

10K Grease PK
Replacement-All
Includes: Drawbar
1-Year Warranty!

Only $3,550

• Increased spindle reliability
• Reduced maintenance
• Japanese designed technology
• Maximum side-load and pressure capabilities

Sales@CNCPros.com
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ter serve our customer base in the U.S.
and Canada,” said Mr. Bob Hellinger,
president of Emuge Corp. “The growth
we have experienced in our aerospace
and power generation customer base
has been significant in the past few
years. The expanded facility will
provide additional capacity to domestically manufacture special solid carbide
tooling and other standard solutions
within our milling tools portfolio.”
The expansion construction began
in September 2018 and accelerated
rapidly throughout 2019. Emuge currently has tool reconditioning capabilities in West Boylston for taps, end
mills and drills, combined with the
ability to manufacture tools such as
spot drills, chamfer mills, carbide end
mills, carbide special tooling, carbide
step drills and make other round tool
modifications.

tion for the company is still 20869
Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA
91311. The website will continue to
be www.ganeshmachinery.com.
Expand Machinery is pleased to

announce that their sponsorship with
Arrow Mclaren SP racing team continues. They are proud to partner with
a great team and wish them continued
success.

Expand Machinery Purchases Product Line of
Ganesh Machinery

Expand Machinery LLC is now the
owner for the highly regarded product
line of Ganesh Machinery. This includes the complete inventory of the
Genmill high speed vertical machining
centers, Genturn multi axis machines,
the Ganesh toolroom machines, the
parts department and the service
department. Expand Machinery will
continue to sell the same machines
under the same brand names (Ganesh,
Genmill and Genturn). The machines
will be manufactured in the same great
factories in Taiwan.
The phone number will
remain the same at 818.349.9166.
The toll-free number will also remain
unchanged at 1.888.542.6374. You
can continue to email your orders to
parts@ganeshmachinery.com. Please
email all machinery sales inquiries to
sales@ganeshmachinery.com. You can
continue to send the service emails to
service@ganeshmachinery.com.
Please note that the physical locaCNC WEST December/January 2020
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Mitutoyo America Corporation Announces Sponsorship With Titans of
CNC

Mitutoyo America Corporation

announced a sponsorship agreement
with Titans of CNC, a free projectbased education platform that helps
guide students and teachers on CNC
machine operation and programming.

Inspection Software

See the Difference

Verisurf Software lets you see the difference between the nominal CAD design
and finished machined part, in real-time. Perfect for in-process, first article and
automated production inspection. Verisurf works with ALL CAD software and
ALL measurement hardware devices, including portable, fixed or programmable
CMMs, trackers, and scanners, new or existing, to provide flexible inspection
and reporting solutions, in the quality lab or on the shop floor.
See the difference Verisurf can make in your business
by reducing training costs, increasing efficiency,
reducing scrap and improving overall quality.
Let us show you the difference, in your
shop, with your parts. Contact us, today.
Dealer inquiries invited.
Educators, ask about our education program.
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The Academy provides over 3,000 free
online courses in CAD, CAM and CNC
machining techniques, and is now used
by over 45,000 members in 170 different countries.
Mitutoyo metrology products will
be featured in both the Titans of CNC
Show airing on Titan TV and will be
utilized on Titan CNC Academy videos
for demonstration purposes.
“As a leader in the field of precision metrology, Mitutoyo America
is excited to partner with Titans of
CNC Academy. We look forward to
supporting skill development in US
manufacturing by providing metrology
experience and leading technology to
the Titans of CNC team,” says Matt
Dye, president of Mitutoyo America
Corporation.
Titans of CNC will highlight Mitutoyo products through video tutorials
in Gilroy’s personal manufacturing
facility located in Rocklin, CA. These
videos, along with other content, will
be featured on Titans of CNC social
media platforms including YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
Titans of CNC was started by Titan Gilroy as a CNC machine shop in
Northern California focused on making
the most difficult parts in aerospace.
The company transitioned into a massive reality TV series as a world-first
CNC educational platform recognized
by a global network of engineers,
machinists, hobbyists, students and
educators.

Methods Machine Tools
Announces
Partnership With OKK
Corporation

Methods Machine Tools, Inc., announced that effective October 1, 2019
it is representing OKK Corporation in
North America. For over 100 years,
customers worldwide have relied on
OKK horizontal, vertical, and 5-Axis
machines for quality, reliability, preci-
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sion and innovation.
“We are very pleased to announce
our new partnership with OKK to
import, distribute and provide service
and support for its broad range of
high-quality machine tools,” said Mr.
Mark Wright, president and CEO of
Methods Machine Tools, Inc. “The addition of the larger capacity line-up of
OKK horizontal, vertical, and 5-Axis
machines ideally complements our
current machine solutions.”
OKK machines have a rigid construction and versatile design, and offer
over 60 models of horizontal, vertical,
and 5-axis machines to serve industries
such as aerospace, automotive, energy,
die/ mold and more. To ensure 100%
quality control, OKK produces all key
machine tool components in-house
such as spindles, mechanical gears,

CNC WEST December/January 2020

precision square slide guide ways and
special controller features.
Horizontal machining centers from
OKK include the HM Series which are
fast and powerful and provide easy access, maintenance and operation. The
OKK HM Series is offered in several
sizes with Big Plus 50-taper spindle,
and a high-speed rotation APC and
ATC by synchronization cam (OKK
patent), delivering smooth performance and production efficiency. The
HM6000S is an all-new HMC that
supports face mills up to 11.81” and
features an extended rigid spindle that
enables tools to reach to the back side
of the work envelope.
OKK vertical machining centers
are exceptionally well positioned for
aerospace, mold making and other
demanding applications. The VM/R

www.CNC-West.com

series, featuring large box-ways, high
torque and high horsepower spindles,
is designed for ultra-heavy duty cutting
of titanium and other exotic materials.
The VM/R series comprise of several
models including the VM53R which
features increased rigidity in the main
body and the spindle to provide high
cutting performance. The VMC’s
have highly rigid and accurate boxways similar to traditional machining
centers.
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Forkhardt Acquires Soft
Touch Technology

Forkardt Inc. announced the acquisition of the intellectual property

(IP) Soft-Touch® technology assets
from General Manufacturing Systems,
a supplier of custom workholding
products in Saginaw, Michigan. With
Soft-Touch, Forkardt strengthens its

“On site” Machine
Tool Accuracy
Improvement Since
1985

advanced custom and highly specialized workholding capabilities and
IP portfolio for challenging applications in the automotive and aerospace
markets.
With this acquisition, a Forkardt
spokesman said, “we will now provide
a leading technology solution for thin
walled, advanced materials, where part
deformation is a concern. The unique
Soft-Touch chuck design allows clamp
fingers to actually conform to a part’s
natural, as processed contour. Coupled
with regulated clamping pressure, the
resulting force dynamics actually give
rigidity to fragile and delicate parts”.
The acquisition closed in October,
2019. Terms were not disclosed

Milltronics Names Foothills Machinery Sales
Exclusive Distributor for
Colorado and New Mexico

“One Accurate Measurement is Worth
One Thousand Expert Opinions”

Machine Tool Accuracy Improvement | NIST Traceability
Calibration | Adjustments | Leveling & Alignments
Certification | Troubleshooting & Diagnostic Testing
Linear & Rotary Axes | Ball Bar Testing
• CNC Multi Axes
• Mills & Lathes
• X-Y Stages
• EDM

• Water Jet
• Semiconductor
• 3D Printers
• Laser Cutting Machines

626.914.0716
info@lasers-inc.com
www.Lasers-Inc.com
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Milltronics USA has named Foothills Machinery Sales as its exclusive
full-service distributor for the states of
Colorado and New Mexico. Founded
in 1984, Foothills Machinery Sales is
Colorado’s oldest independent dealer
of machine tools. Located in Broomfield, Colorado, Foothills Machinery
Sales is home to both knowledgeable
sales and service support staffs.
“We’re excited to be representing
Milltronics,” said Tim Beer, general
manager of Foothills Machinery Sales.
“The Milltronics brand is well known
for its line of tool room machines that
have integrated conversational controllers that make CNC seamless, but they
also have a range of CNC machining
centers and CNC lathes that offer shops
well-built machines at a competitive
price. Another big advantage to the
Milltronics controller is the G-code
visualization screen that helps conversational programmers see the G-code
as the program is being created. We’re
really proud to offer Milltronics as an
CNC WEST December/January 2020
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option for our customers throughout
Colorado and New Mexico,” said Beer.
Foothills Machinery Sales is in
charge of sales, service, parts, training
and applications support for Milltronics customers in Colorado and New
Mexico. They have industry veterans
within the Foothills service, parts and
applications team with in-depth knowledge of machining, tooling, programming, fixturing and workholding.
“The team at Foothills is top notch,”
said Louie Pavlakos, Milltronics USA
general manager. “We know they’re
going to help us sell machines and
often excellent service.”

Mastercam Partners with
TITANS of CNC

CNC Software, Inc., developers
of Mastercam, has announced a new
partnership with TITANS of CNC,
Inc. to help train the next generation
of highly skilled CNC machinists. The
organizations have entered into a threeyear partnership to develop media
that advocates for CNC education and
high-level aerospace manufacturing
processes.
TITANS of CNC is a free educational platform, consisting of more
than 3,000 online courses, that guides
students and teachers through CNC
machine operation and programming.
The Academy consists of online courses in fundamentals, learning CAD,
CAM, advanced work holding, 5-axis,
and more. The organization has an
expansive following among students
and professionals in manufacturing and
are preparing the release of TITANS of
CNC: Aerospace Academy – a tutorialbased platform teaching high-level
manufacturers the skills necessary to
produce complex aerospace parts using
the most difficult materials.
“We are proud to partner with such
an inspirational team,” said Meghan
West, president, CNC Software, Inc.
“From the beginning of our existence,
CNC Software has made a concerted
effort to address the educational
market. We have always recognized
CNC WEST December/January 2020

the importance of recruiting young
minds into our field. TITANS of CNC
has made it their mission to do just
that. We are proud and humbled to be
working with such a wonderful group
of people that have the same mission,”

West continued.
As a result of this partnership, TITANS of CNC will feature Mastercam
in the production of videos for education and social media purposes.

On the road to easy street,
all signs point to
GibbsCAM.
And, easy street now
comes with a 30-day
money back guarantee.
Download a FREE trial today,
and start enjoying your journey
to simplified programming.

Contact Your Local
GibbsCAM Reseller
Complete Automated
Manufacturing
Southern CA
(805) 577-8811
camcnc.com

Daystrom Technologies, Inc
CO, NM, AZ, NV, KS
(303) 534-8345
daystromtechnologies.com

www.3dsystems.com/gibbscam
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• Unique interface
designed specifically
for CNC programming
• Unmatched simplicity
• A single solution for all
CNC machines
• Includes Multi-Task
Machining (MTM) and
Swiss machining programming capabilities

Download A
FREE Trial Today!
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High Performance CMM
Specifically For the 5-Axis
PH20 Probe
—Helmel

Helmel Engineering, a 46 year old
American manufacturer of Coordinate
Measuring Machines, has introduced
a new CMM developed to take advantage of the capabilities of Renishaw’s
PH20 Probe concept. The Microstar
Model 320-185 is an evolution of
the company’s venerable Microstar
line of durable mechanical bearing
CMMs that are proven workhorses in
labs, gage rooms and on the production floor.
Virtually all moving bridge CMMs
today were developed for slower probe
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systems that index between limited
numbers of
locked A-B
position
angles then
measure
with 3-axis
moves. In
contrast, the
Renishaw
PH20 Probe
system with
U C C T 5
Controller provides true 5-axis
functionality with infinite positions
throughout the 230° x 360° head
range in combination with the X, Y
and Z axis motion of the CMM. The
PH20 also includes “head-tap” mode

www.CNC-West.com

where the probe rapidly acquires data
autonomously while the CMM remains
stationary.
The new design includes several
advances. For improved accuracy, the
Z-axis has a larger section for stiffness
and stronger bearing separation, and
the X-axis carriage employs an innovative dual bearing flexure stabilizer concept combined with new self-aligning
mounts for linear bearings. Scales are
upgraded to Vionic long-life stainless
steel tapes mounted on steel surfaces
with 50-nanometer resolution reading
heads. Error correction is implemented
at the controller and temperature compensation is offered. The company
reports these improvements make the
320-185 among the most accurate
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mechanical bearing CMMs available.
The drive system has been improved as well. The steel and Kevlar
reinforced drive belts are larger and
the tachmotors are stronger on all three
axes. Due to the rapid capabilities
of this system, the company expects
plenty of interest for in-production applications. Added protection for harsh
environments is also available.
Initially offered with a measuring
range of 20” x 30” x 18”, the system
includes CMM Manager CAD software as standard. Renishaw’s MODUS
software is an option. The system also
includes a TCR20 six-port automatic
stylus changer.

Mitsubishi Electric and
ASTES4 Offer Fully Integrated Laser Automation
Solution
— Mitsubishi Electric

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, an established MC Machinery
automation solutions partner, has
teamed up with ASTES4 to offer its
laser automation solution. They report this multifunctional system is the
first fully integrated system capable
of controlling the entire production
process from loading, cutting, sorting,
and unloading through to the storage
of finished parts.
The system utilizes four cartesian
grippers for loading, unloading, and
the sorting of parts. Each gripper is
capable of using vacuum or magnetic
tools in a variety of shapes and sizes to
produce a more effective sorting speed.

The process sorts the parts into kits,
and its wide variety of options allows
for different material thicknesses to be
kitted on the same pallet. Downstream
processes are taken into account to
provide seamless integration into the
production process.
Its software automatically optimizes and manages the production process
through to storage, without the user
having to intervene. Remote access and
a camera system allow for continuous
monitoring and intervention if needed.

THANK YOU CHARLENE
For all you have done to help CNC WEST be the #1 western region metalworking
magazine these last 30 plus years. We could not have done it without your help.
Best Wishes in retirement. You will be missed!!
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TalonGrip™ Long Length
Serrated Grip
—Mitee-Bite

Mitee-Bite products introduces
the TalonGrip™ long length serrated
grip. The new grips were produced
as a “drop fit” into the original 6”
TalonGrip™ jaw set and provide line
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contact the full length of workpiece.
The standard TalonGrip™ grips are
very popular due to being compact
(.750” / 19mm) long, and designed to
be placed anywhere in jaw whenever
specific tooling clearance is required.
All TalonGrips™ and VersaGrips™
remain a standard for fixturing when
low-profile workholding is desired
opposite Pitbull® Clamps for the most
demanding applications.
Manufactured from S7 steel, heattreated and then finished with a black
oxide coating, providing tough, low
grippers. Each long length grip is laser
engraved with a 10mm scale, allowing
the user multiple reference points when
repeatable part placement is needed.

www.CNC-West.com

Support for Renishaw
PH20 Introduced
—Verisurf Software

Verisurf Software, Inc. announced
at the Quality Show its new device
support for the Renishaw PH20,
5-axis probe-head. Verisurf customers running the PH20 currently or
planning to retrofit their CNC CMMs
will realize the power of Verisurf
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automated inspection software with
the full potential of 5-axis probing. A
Verisurf spokesman said, “Inspection
cycle times are reduced by as much as
3X when probing in 5-axis, compared
to traditional indexing heads, without
sacrificing accuracy”.
“Accuracy, speed, flexibility, and
overall efficiency are key factors in today’s measurement solutions. Verisurf
software controls measurements from
virtually any CMM, a process that is
limited only by the mechanical capabilities of the machine. The Renishaw
PH20 probe-head is very accurate,
and through enhanced motion control,
improved touch-trigger, and calibration
technology, it allows our software to
do more, faster,” said Ernie Husted,

president and CEO of Verisurf.
Verisurf CMM programming software and the PH20 5-axis probe-head
are used to maximize inspection
throughput on new or existing CMMs
with Renishaw controls. In addition
to the enhanced measurement data
collection, Verisurf software CAD
model-based productivity features
speed up the quality inspection and
reporting process. Easy object-oriented
CMM programming tools quickly create automatic inspection and quality
reporting routines, and during inspection, an Auto Inspect panel and feature
balloons present real-time deviations
of measured features compared to the
CAD nominal.

New Automatic Tool
Changer for Dual-Drive
Press Brakes
—MC Machinery Systems

MC Machinery Systems introduces
its new high-capacity automatic tool
changer (ATC) for its BH series of
dual-drive press brakes. The ATC is
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designed to increase production levels
and utilization rates while reducing
setup time, especially in high-mix,
low-volume environments.
The ATC allows for fully automated
tool setup and removal, freeing up the
operator to perform other tasks. Its
available 107.3 x 170.6 foot storage
capacity allows for the greatest tooling variation on the market ranging
from high-runner V-dies to specialized hemming or offset tools. Up to
two-inch V-die openings and 19.7-inch
lengths can be placed with the single,
large-capacity tool manipulator with
the added functionality of pick and
place for small tool sections for setups
that do not require the full setup to
be removed. The manipulator is also

equipped with a tool and bed cleaner
that runs automatically during tool
changes.
The ATC is engineered for operators
of all experience levels. Programs can
be created offline using DiamondBend
software, at the control, or imported
from other MOS controlled press
brakes. Further support for operators
is available with MC Machinery’s
VIDERE operator support system
for real-time bending information,
sequences, and automatic tool changes.
Machines equipped with the ATC
are not limited to the tools in the
changer’s storage. The machine can
be used as a stand-alone press brake
or automated system, allowing for the
flexibility for one-off jobs.

Dimensional Measurement
Services & Products
Q-PLUS Labs

CNC Swiss Micro
Machining

Introducing the FEMCO BMC100HT large capacity horizontal high
speed machining center with a traveling Z-Axis Column, an 8,000 RPM

FOR YOUR PRODUCT’S PERFECTION

Pacific Swiss & Manufacturing, Inc.
Multi-Axis CNC Swiss
Turning

New Horizontal High
Speed Machining Center
—Femco

Q-PLUS Labs is a premier full service precision
dimensional measurement laboratory providing a wide
array of quality measurement services and solutions.

SERVICES

Measured Right the First Time, On-Time
CNC Swiss Minature Machining

Dimensional Inspection •
Reverse Engineering •
3D & CT Scanning •
On-site Measurement •
Consulting & Training •
Calibration •

Q-PLUS Labs • Irvine, CA

949.380.7758

qpluslabs.com
CNC Swiss Turning

PRODUCTS

Quality Measurement Equipment
Multi-Sensor Vision Systems •
Coordinate Measuring Machines •
3D Scanners & Software •
Portable CMMs •
Optical Comparators •
Form & Roundness Testers •
Custom Gages & Fixtures •

CNC Swiss Micro Machining
Shown above: Micro machined parts
with table salt

Part Sizes .005” Dia. To 1-1/4” Diam with 7 Axis of Machining Capability

Pacific Swiss & Mfg., Inc.
503-557-9407

15423 S.E. Piazza Ave., Clackamas, OR 97015
sales@pacificswissmfg.com * www.pacificswissmfg.com

Experience working with one of the most credentialed dimensional labs.
AS9100:2016

ISO 9001:2015

CERTIFIED

www.CNC-West.com

ACCREDITED
CERTIFIED LABORATORY

AC C R E D I T E D

AS9100:2016

ISO 9001:2015

CERTIFIED
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spindle, full 4th B-Axis table with an
incredible 40,000 lbs. table load capability. Although the FEMCO BMC100HT was designed with the mold
making industry in mind, it has already
proven to be a highly efficient metal
removal machine for the aerospace
industry. The large machining envelope
represented by X, Y, Z travels of 118”
x 80” x 59” allows for the machining
of large complex parts as well as the
sweeping contours of large molds.
The FEMCO BMC-100HT comes
equipped with a Fanuc AI contour control II. FEMCO reports the AI contour
control is a high speed machining look
ahead function allowing for faster machining cycle times and better finishes.
AI contour control looks ahead in the

part program to eliminate the acceleration/deceleration and servo delays that
limit feed rates when cutting short line
segments or contours, and effectively
eliminates machining trajectory error
in corners and small radii.
The FEMCO BMC-100HT is a
hybrid design combining the open
structure of a large horizontal boring
mill with the highspeed machining
capability of horizontal machining
center. Whether it’s intricacies of a
large, heavy steel mold or the intricate
details of an aluminum aircraft component, the FEMCO BMC-100HT full
4th B-Axis table allows cutting tools
to approach the part at any conceivable angle.

Next Generation CMM
Platform
—Hexagon

Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division recently announced
the launch of the multisensor OPTIV

WEBB MA SERIES SUPER
PRECISION LATHES
W

18” to 50” Swings, Beds to 280”, Spindle Bores to 12”

WEBB Heavy-Duty MA Series Lathes
Models with 18” & 21” Swing also available

MA 30”/33”

Bed Lengths to 240”
MA 25” Bed Lengths to 160”

Phone: 951-277-8885

MA 42”/50” Bed Lengths to 280”
CNC WEST December/January 2020

https://www.webbmachinery.com
email: admin@webbmachinery.com
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M CMM which deploys Hexagon’s
Enhanced Productivity Series (EPS)
to provide manufacturers of small and
medium precision parts a range of
configuration packages optimized for
their individual applications.
Hexagon reports the EPS concept
offers manufacturers a choice of productivity drivers based on their application’s need for throughput, precision,
flexibility or shop floor capability. The
pre-configured, highly evolutive EPS
packages make it simpler for quality
engineers and CMM operators to create, execute and analyze measurement
routines that drive higher productivity.
The OPTIV M is available in three
performance levels of Green, Blue and
Chrome, making it ideal for a full range

Signature Series Rotary
Broach Tools
—GenSwiss

of budgets and applications.
Dr. Tobias M. Weber, product
manager vision says: “The OPTIV
M multisensor CMM helps precision
part manufacturers in fast-paced, competitive environments raise inspection
productivity in line with their specific
business goals. On top of satisfying demand for a multisensor CMM tailored
for today’s applications, the OPTIV M
is designed to adapt readily to future
smart technologies and changing production requirements.” A flexible, easily upgradable configuration makes the
OPTIV M future-ready and compatible
with a comprehensive portfolio of contactless and tactile sensors, software
and collaborative technologies.

Precision manufactured in-house at
their world headquarters in Westfield,
Massachusetts, Swiss-style tooling
provider GenSwiss® has released a
brand new line of premium hexagonal
rotary broach tools to deliver highperformance cutting for industries requiring the highest degree of standards.
Each tool is meticulously ground to
ultra-high standards, featuring a dished
cutting face and vent holes for relieving
hydraulic pressure.
Two sizes of overall lengths have
been introduced to the market, 28mm
and 1¼in, with hexagonal cutting features ranging from 1.5mm to 10mm

TM

Complete Vacuum
Workholding Systems

• Vacuum Chucks - Custom & Standard Designs
• Complete Vacuum Systems
• Automatic Coolant Return Systems
• Vacuum Safety Systems
• Accessories & Maintenance Kits

WWW.VACULOK.COM
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in diameter. Each broach is machined
from a proprietary premium-grade
material for use in alloys commonly
machined in the medical industry.
These rotary broach tools pair perfectly
with any holder that can accept an 8mm
shank size for use in Swiss-style CNC
machines, CNC lathes, and CNC turning centers.
After many years of honing its skills
modifying broaches, GenSwiss® has
released this new line of broach tools
under its Signature Series tooling line,
joining several very popular products
such as the Ti-Loc® end mill extensions, high-precision Signature Series
saw arbors, and compact straddle
knurling holders. Signature Series
broach tools are engineered and manu-

factured for use in the aerospace industry, medical industry, or any industry
requiring the highest quality standards
for inspection.

Expanded Hardness Testing Line
—Starrett

The L.S. Starrett Co. has significantly expanded its line of benchtop
hardness testers, adding seven Rockwell systems, eight Vickers systems
and one Brinell system, a total of 16
new testers. “From basic analog and
manual control, to advanced digital
and fully automated systems, our new
Hardness lineup offers customers a
complete and comprehensive range of

Contract First Article
Inspection Service
Quality dimensional inspection performed
using coordinate measuring machines and
non-contact video equipment.

DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION LABS

solutions for any or all of their hardness testing needs,” said Mr. Emerson
Leme, vice president industrial products ‒ North America.
The new Starrett Rockwell Hardness Systems include two regular
Rockwell digital testers, two Superficial Rockwell testers, (one dial and one
digital), two twin Rockwell-superficial
Rockwell testers (one dial and one digi-

MADE IN THE USA

Co nve yo r s
®

Affordable lights-out automation

(510)744-4100
WWW. D-I-L.COM.

Save time.
Protect parts.
Boost profits.
Conveyors
Accumulators
Uni-Mate™
Ask for a quote today.

www.mini-mover.com
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New Shaft-End
Adapters
interruptions.
—Stafford Manufacturing
At the same time, wire traceability
A new standard line of machinable
is enhanced with SMART wire’s ability
shaft-end adapters that are offered with
to provide information such as date of
a plain bore or keyway and a variety of
manufacture, type, lot and expiration
options is being introduced by Stafford
date, which is transmitted via RFID to
Manufacturing Corp.
the machine report.

Dynamic Production Machine with Small Footprint
—DMG MORI

As the successor of the MILLTAP
700 (with more than 3,000 machines
installed), the DMP 70, by DMG
MORI, is designed to offer maximum
productivity
in the
smallest shaft-end
space.
Stafford
Machinable
With
a
footprint
of
46.28
sq.
ft.,
it is
adapters feature the Accu-Clamp™
10%design
smaller
than
the
MILLTAP
700.
with an integral clamp on one
Travel paths of 27” x 16” x 15” and the
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side while leaving the other side fully
custom-izable by the user. Available
with or without a flange, these parts can
be modified by the user or by Stafford
and are offered with a plain bore or
keyway for greater torsional holding
power and fixed shaft phasing.
Ideally suited for use in conveyor
systems and special machinery, Stafford machinable shaft-end adapters
can be provided with options including
custom bolt-hole patterns, indexers,
cam profiles, milled slots, and more.
Available in aluminum, steel, and
stainless steel, they come in 11 standard bore sizes from 0.5” to 2.0” I.D.

SBD Inserts for Back Draft
Milling
—Dapra

Dapra’s new SBD series inserts
were designed to help operators finish their back draft jobs faster, with
greater accuracy – and fewer insert
changes – for maximum performance
in long-reach, low-pressure finish
cutting.
SBD inserts are the latest addition
to Dapra’s EDGE² SBN finishing system and are interchangeable with SBN
series twin-edge ball nose inserts. A
positive-rake cutting wiper allows for
larger stepdowns and faster feed rates.
Ultra-robust carbide insert thickness
provides optimum rigidity and heat
control for superior tool life, and strong

insert seating accepts cutting forces
with minimal deflection to eliminate
insert movement.
These inserts are available in .500”
to 1.000” diameters. Dapra offers a
choice of two new premium coatings for SBD: TS (AlTiN-based) for
general-purpose machining in most
steels, irons, and 400-series stainless
steel; and HM (AlCrN-based) for
hardened steels, high-temperature
alloys, and tough 300-series and PH
stainless steels.
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Next issue is our
Feb/March 2020
Aerospace and Defense Issue.
For advertising information
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ELIMINATE MIST AND
SMOKE IN YOUR SHOP
With more than 150,000 units operating in over 50 countries
worldwide, the Royal Filtermist is the metalworking industry’s
leading mist collector.
• Continuous high-efficiency – even in high-pressure applications
that produce sub-micron sized particles.
• Low cost, simple installation, and minimal maintenance requirements.
• Clean, healthy shop air helps attract and retain top talent.

www.mistcollectors.com
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New Vision Capabilities
for Precimar® ICM 100
IP—Mahr

Mahr Inc. announced the expansion of its Precimar® ICM 100 dial and
digital indicator calibrator with image
processing, designed for the automated
testing of measuring equipment. Existing Precimar Optimar 100 devices can
also be upgraded with the new vision
capabilities.
The new image processing upgrade
now makes working with the measuring instrument safer and faster—a
camera automatically records the
indicated values of the test indicators
and forwards them to a software for
processing.

The hardware and software add-on
package provides a way to equip new
or existing ICM 100 measuring stations
for automated testing. The measuring
system including image processing is
also available as a complete package
under the name Precimar ICM 100 IP.
The new vision capabilities incorporate the fast image processing of a
USB 3.0 camera and stable daylightindependent LED illumination, along
with secure digital identification and
reading of digits. Mahr’s Precimar
software for gage calibration controls
the measuring device, evaluates the
camera image of the scale or number
display of the test object, compares the
values with the high accuracy internal
reference scale and automatically

completes the process of calibrating
the product under test. The software
also makes it possible to create and
store test certificates.
Precimar software is preloaded
with many standard indicator calibration routines as defined by various
national standards. Simply choose the
indicator type to be calibrated and the
appropriate standard, and the system
is ready to automatically perform a
detailed calibration of the test piece.
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10-SECOND
COLLET CHANGES

Quick Approvals on New
and Used Machines

PLUS......
Ultra-Precision Accuracy – 0.0002" TIR
Superior Grip Force Over Jaw Chucks
Widest Gripping Range – 0.062"
Most Compact Chucks in the Industry
Exclusive Bolt & Go™ Mounting Advantage

Proudly
Made
in U.S.A.

Application Only Financing for
up to $500,000
7-Year Financing Available
Simple Interest Loans Available

In-Stock for Same-Day Shipping

APPLY TODAY!

www.colletchucks.com

credit@vfsfunding.com | www.vfsfunding.com
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Cloud-Based Data
Integration To Machine
Monitoring Solutions
—Marposs

Marposs has announced the availability of its new data management
software—C-THRU4.0, designed to
collect and process data from multiple
machine tools equipped with Artis machine monitoring systems via a central
hub. This information can be accessed
remotely, via an iPad, computer or
laptop as well as offering the ability to
integrate with MES and higher level
ERP systems. The data collected can be
used to analyze tool life, machine capability and cost comparisons, as well
as alarm tracing and counts, profit and

loss accounting, profitability analysis
and more, all leading to enhanced
productivity and profitability.
The software works by feeding realtime information from the machine
tools to a cloud platform network,
which can then be accessed and used
in either a centralized or decentralized
manner. This interconnectivity helps to
optimize production flow from preventative maintenance, process stabilization, and quality assurance to resource
planning. Production costs and quality
are always transparent and traceable
through the statistical recording and
evaluation of performance indicators.
To initiate C-THRU4.0, data collected from the monitoring processes

is coordinated with the customer’s cost
and resource information to provide a
dashboard that meets the customer’s
needs. Any changes coming in from
the customer side can be fed back to
the machining center. This interconnectivity and data flow supports the
move toward the Industrial Internet of
Things (iIoT) and Industry 4.0.

Call us today for your FREE, NO OBLIGATION finance proposal
and SEE HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE!
www.qtfinancial.com
● New and Used Machinery Financing
● Simple one-page credit application
● Outstanding rates and terms
● Approvals within a day

480.385.1220
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New Leitz Reference BX
CMM
—Hexagon

Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division recently launched the
new Leitz Reference BX coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) designed
for blade and glass manufacturers. The
specialized system combines leadingedge technologies to accurately capture
detailed measurement data across the
entire surface of a freeform shape,
while dramatically reducing cycle
time. The CMM’s optical white light
sensor performs well on matt and reflective surfaces, including glass and
polished metal. Its fixed scan probe
maintains the high precision needed

for critical alignment on the root of
turbine and fan blades, and also measures inclined fir tree or dovetail root
surfaces, which are not easily accessed
by an optical sensor.

The Leitz Reference BX CMM’s
integrated rotary table and sensor exchange interface help to reduce cycle
time even further by providing accessibility to a part’s surfaces without moving the part and reducing inspection
delays caused by manually exchanging
sensors. The system’s combination of
an optical white light sensor and fixed
scanning probe enables accessibility of
hard to reach features such as the curvature of edging on glass, or the profile of a fan blade, while maintaining
precision for tight tolerance sections
such as the blade root. The CMM’s
data capture, speed, and flexibility are
all enhanced by its integrated rotary
table, horizontal sensor alignment and
4-axis scanning.

It's easy to say your tooling
solves problems .
It's harder to
prove it.
We prove it
every day.

Stuck on a tough tooling challenge? Let us help.
Pro Business Valuations, LLC

Business Valuation - Machinery & Equipment Appraisal - Business Sale Consulting

Grant E. Estep, MBA, ASA (MTS), MCMEA, BCA
Senior Appraiser / Principal

4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 500, Marina del Rey, CA 90292
Tel: (800) 991-6523 \ (310) 606-2699
Grant@probusinessvaluations.com - www.probusinessvaluations.com
An industrial enterprise valuation & heavy machinery appraiser
Specializing in manufacturing, machining and metal product fabrication
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Heimatec isn’t just a world leader in live tools, angle heads
and multi-spindle drill heads; we’re your source for problem
solving and tooling application expertise.
With years of hands-on experience and the most innovative
tooling, we are your TOTAL solution source.
Platinum Tooling is now the exclusive importer
of Heimatec products in North America.

16 E. Piper Lane, Ste.128
Prospect Heights, IL
847-749-0633
info@platinumtooling.com
www.platinumtooling.com
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Sell, and Trade-In Used CNC, Plastics,
and Sheet Metal Fabrication Machinery.

800.922.1674
• Purchase/Resale-Individual Machines/Entire Plants
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• Certified Appraisal Services
• Asset repossession and disposition services.
• Finance - leases, loans - working capital lines

7918 E. MCCLAIN DR., STE 101, SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260

Toolroom Lathes: Manual HLV-H type and CNC versions

Doesn’t just look like a Hardinge… it feels like a Hardinge
Tool Room Solutions: sales and service HQs - Santa Clara, Ca.
For details and specifications contact: 408.472.2436 or email john@hsands.com
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New Range of Compact
CMM’s With the Latest
Multi-Sensor Technology
—LK Metrology

The new ALTERAC machines
from LK Metrology are available in
three sizes - 7.7.5, 10.7.5, and 10.7.7 their respective X,Y,Z axis movements
being 700 x 650 x 500 mm, 1,000 x 650
x 500 mm and 1,000 x 650 x 650 mm.
ALTERAC is equally at home in an
inspection department or on the shop
floor, especially as pneumatic mounts
isolate the CMM well from nearby
sources of low frequency vibration
such as large machinery. The CMM
control may be either stand-alone or
integrated into the machine base with
a keyboard on an arm at the side. The
latter option also facilitates relocation
of the equipment once installed. It
includes Renishaw encoders with 0.05
μm resolution optical scales.
Measurements taken with a touchtrigger probe at a series of points is
increasingly being augmented by
continuous-contact probing (analogue
scanning) and laser scanning to allow
high speed collection of data on complex freeform surfaces. ALTERAC
measuring machines can deploy all
three types of sensor. Such flexible
data acquisition boosts measurement
throughput to avoid bottlenecks in the
metrology department and provides a
comprehensive awareness of component conformancent.

CNC WEST December/January 2020

New LENS Laser Deposition Head
—Optomec

The CMM structure is finely tuned
to maximize stiffness, reduce vibration
and provide smoothness of axis motion. LK offers a 10-year guarantee
covering dimensional stability.
All guideways use LK-designed,
low maintenance, pre-loaded air bearings of wrap-around design. They
run with a reduced air film thickness
for low energy consumption and give
repeatable measurement results, even
at fast axis speeds. Friction drives
provide smooth motion and exact positioning at continuously varying speeds,
as well as zero backlash.
LK CMMs use ceramic for the
moving bridge and spindle. LK reports
it is more than three times stiffer than
aluminum yet only one-third heavier
by volume, resulting in higher machine
acceleration and speed.
ALTERAC is available with LK’s
powerful CAMIO8 DMIS-based,
multi-sensor software enabling programming and measurement based
on 3D CAD data and comprehensive
reporting.

Optomec recently announced the
new LENS Laser Deposition Head
(LDH 3.X), with a variable optics
system that can create three discreet
focused spot sizes to accommodate
changes in laser power. The LDH 3.X
supports a wide range of laser powers
from 500 W to 3 kW.
The wide range of laser powers
supported by the LDH 3.X is enabled
by an advanced cooling system that
allows for high-power duty cycles, and
variable optics the user can control to
keep processing optimal over the full
range of laser power. With improved
channeling for water cooling the head,
the LDH 3.X will not overheat while
operating at high powers and for long
build times.

Get a Grip on Your ID!

ORIGINAL ID XPANSION™ CLAMP

SIDE-LOC
XPANSION CLAMP
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...Hotline Continued From Page 8
Northrop Grumman Partners
with San Diego Colleges to
Prime Talent Pipeline

Aerospace and defense giant Northrop Grumman is partnering with two San Diego community colleges to develop programs for future
talent.
The company is partnering with MiraCosta
College and Palomar College, with plans to
launch the pilot phase of the new program in
the 2019-2020 school year. The program will
provide students with STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) degrees with paid
opportunities to learn on the job.
“Establishing a framework to collaborate with education systems is necessary
for building a strong local talent pipeline
and supports a long-term workforce planning
strategy,” Northrop Grumman vice president
of engineering Alfredo Ramirez said in a news
release. “Our decision to develop a community
college pilot fills a critical gap bridging
K-12 and university programming, allowing
us to reach and engage students in San Diego
throughout their education journey.”
For the program’s first cohort, a small
group of college students were selected to
work as part-time engineering assistants and
technicians at Northrop Grumman’s San Diego
Autonomous Design Center of Excellence. They
will also earn credit at their respective
schools.
Northrop Grumman’s effort dovetails with
the San Diego Regional Economic Development
Corporation’s inclusive growth initiative,
which set a regional goal of creating 20,000
new jobs by 2030. Northrop Grumman has nearly
5,000 employees in San Diego.

Tyvak in NASA Moon Program

Irvine, CA.-based nano-satellite company
Tyvak said it will provide a moon lander for
NASA’s Commercial Lunar Payload Services
program.
The lander will host payloads and perform
scientific investigations on the lunar surface, paving the way to return to the moon,
the company said in a statement.
“This is an exciting time in space. Performing these lunar payload deliveries is the
next natural step of commercial space efforts
supporting government initiatives,” said
Marco Villa, Tyvak’s chief operations officer.

The Tyvak lander initially aims to deliver
small payloads but through modular, flexible
architecture, can eventually deliver larger
payloads, according to the statement, which
did not specify any money amounts involved.

Haas Buys Land in Henderson,
Nevada

According to the Las Vegas Review Journal,
Haas Automation has completed a big land
purchase in Henderson, with plans to develop
a manufacturing plant and other buildings.
Haas Automation founder Gene Haas, whose
company makes machines for manufacturers,
acquired 279 acres south of Henderson Executive Airport for almost $27.4 million. The
sale, by the city of Henderson, closed in
October, property records show.
The company expects to start grading land
in April and to finish its manufacturing facility in late 2022, said Peter Zierhut,
Haas Automation’s vice president of outside
operations.
Haas filed plans to build 4.3 million square
feet of commercial space along Via Inspirada
near Volunteer Boulevard, a few miles from
the M Resort. The plans include a 2.3 million-square-foot, $327 million manufacturing
facility for his company and buildings that
would be leased or sold to others.
Haas Automation, based in Oxnard, California, sells products in more than 100
countries through dozens of distributors and
booked more than $1.2 billion in sales last
year, its owner wrote in a January letter to
the city of Henderson.
Zierhut told the Review-Journal this summer
that the company’s 1.1 million square feet of
factory space in Oxnard is “not enough,” adding the firm’s growth requires an expansion.
He said Henderson is a more affordable place
for workers to live, Nevada is a “better
state for us as far as taxation goes,” and
the proximity to Haas’ headquarters is “very
convenient for us.”

Fisker to Unveil Cars in January

Electric vehicle developer Fisker Inc. will
unveil its first electric vehicle, the Fisker
Ocean, in January 2020.
The Torrance, CA.-based automaker announced Oct. 31 that it will reveal pricing

Continued on page 90
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A CONTROL FOR EVERY GENERATION.

For over 50 years, Hurco has been empowering
machinists of every generation with cutting-edge
control technology that’s easy to learn and easy
to use. See which one of our 65+ models of CNC
machines is right for you.

Hurco.com/MyGeneration
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and begin accepting reservations to purchase
or lease the Ocean through its mobile application on Nov. 27 .
“For the past two years, we have been working quietly on an emotionally appealing and
affordable luxury electric vehicle that will
serve as a flagship for driving positive global
change – from the most sustainable materials
possible across the supply chain to practicality that will change the perception of what
an EV can be," Fisker Inc. founder and chief
executive Henrik Fisker said in a statement.
Production on the Fisker Ocean is expected
to begin at the end of 2021, the company said,
while deliveries are projected to start in
2022.

Boeing, Air Astana Announce
Intent To Buy 30 737 MAX Airplanes

Air Astana intends to order 30 Boeing 737
MAX 8 airplanes to serve as the backbone of its
new low-cost airline FlyArystan, the Kazakh
flag carrier and Boeing announced at the Dubai
Airshow. The companies in November signed a
letter of intent for the 30 airplanes with a
list price value of $3.6 billion.

In May, Air Astana launched FlyArystan to
better compete in the growing low-cost segment. The company says the new airline has seen
strong ticket sales in just the first few months
of operation. The plan is to expand the fast
growing domestic network, with international
services to Moscow commencing next month.
"Since its launch in May this year, FlyArystan has exceeded all expectations and it
is clear that low cost air travel has a great
future in Kazakhstan and Central Asia," said
Peter Foster, President and CEO of Air Astana.
"Air Astana has had a strong relationship with
Boeing ever since the airline started flying
in 2002 with a pair of 737NGs. Today we operate both 757s and 767s and we believe that
the MAX will provide a solid platform for the
growth of FlyArystan throughout our region,
once the aircraft has successfully returned
to service".
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AeroVironment Secures $12 Million Contract with Middle Eastern Country
AeroVironment Inc. has received a $12 million contract from a Middle Eastern country
to supply spare parts, repair services and
logistics support for an existing fleet of Puma
and Raven unmanned aircraft.
The Simi Valley, CA. drone manufacturer will
provide the services to the unnamed country
for two years.
The Raven is a small, hand-launched craft
used by the military for low-altitude intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance. It
has a wingspan of 4.5 feet and weighs about 4
pounds. The Puma has a wingspan of 9 feet and
weighs 15 pounds and was designed for land
and maritime operations.

Composite Solutions to Provide
Wings and Fuselage to Drone
America

Composite Solutions has entered into an
agreement with Drone America, located in Reno,
Nevada, to provide the wings, horizontal stabilizer and fuselage for the Drone America
Savant. The components will be built in CSC’s
Sumner, Washington facility.

Eviation Alice Electrical Airplane
Gets Recognition

The Eviation Alice regional electric airplane, which is being flight tested in Washington, has been named one of 2019’s best
inventions in the world by Time Magazine.
“A fantastic recognition for the team,” said
Eviation chairman Roei Ganzarski, a Redmond
aerospace executive. “Real work being done,
real aircraft being built, real change being
made.”
The electric aerospace startup is hiring
for seven new positions amid reports that it
has notched orders from two U.S. airlines,
which will make formal announcements in 2020.
Eviation’s hiring includes three engineering
jobs in the Seattle region.
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YOUR SHRINK FIT

SOLUTION!

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR PRECISION MACHINING

< START.2
• Easy mobility due to compact size and lightweight materials.
• Operate up to 2 cooling units simultaneously (2nd unit is an optional purchase).
• Max. Tool Height: 12.4” (315mm)
• Shrink machine unit net weight: 41.9 lbs. (19 kg)

BOTH MODELS FEATURE:
• Automatic detection of cutting tool sizes
to eliminate overheating of the toolholder.

• Widest shrinking range available for a desktop unit:
0.079” - 1.575” (Ø 2 - 40mm)

• Inductor rotates 180° to easily remove broken tools.

• 3-Phase Power Supply available in 200V or 400V.

• Adapters to accommodate multiple taper types
(ISO, HSK, Polygonal).

• Unique slide-out Control Module for easy
service or repair within 24 hours.

FI-6 >
• Built for high changeover demands with safety in mind.
• Two built-in cooling units to support high quantity tool assembly.
• Maximum Tool Height: 17” (432mm)
• Shrink machine unit net weight (options excluded): 143.3 lbs. (65 kg)

View the complete
Fi-6 Shrink Fit unit
video on YouTube by
scanning the QR code!

847.367.4800 | sales@lyndexnikken.com

www.lyndexnikken.com
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Dozens of new, innovative features!
Exclusively on TRAK Bed Mills and Lathes

What’s in your shop?
ACU-RITE’s complete line of
performance-driven Digital Readout
Systems for all of your manual
machine applications: Milling,
Turning, Grinding, Boring, EDMs

VISIT OUR
WEBSITE:

acu-rite.com

Precision Linear Encoders

MILLPWRG2 CNC Retroﬁt Packages
for Knee and Bed Milling Machines

Digital Readout Systems | Precision Linear Encoders | MILLPWRG2 CNC Retroﬁt Packages for Knee and Bed Mill Machines
333 E. State Parkway, Schaumburg, IL 60173 | (847) 490-1191

